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The UNH women's basketball team defeated
Brooklyn 79-63 Saturday
afternoon in the Lundholm Gym. See story page

24.
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The Acting Company
presented an exciting new
staging of Shakespeare's
"As You Like It" last
Friday night. See story
page 15.
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S. Africa and the campus
By David Olson
While the University System
of New Hampshire seems intent on retaining their current
holdings with companies that
operate in South Africa, many
New England schools have
decided to divest at least part
of their holdings.
·
According to Laura Smith of
The Bates Student, Bates College's student newspaper, Bates
fully divested all South African
holdings last Saturday, January
25.

"Students are really psyched
about the decision to divest,"
said Smith. "When they heard
the news, -they called all of their
friends, and their friends called
all of their friends, and so on."
The University of Vermont
decided on December 6 of last
year to divest their $7.7 million
portfolio over an eighteen to
twenty month period. So far,
over two million dollars of the
University of Vermont's holdings have been divested.
Middlebury College has de-

cided to sell up to $1.5 million
of its stock in companies doing
business in South Africa. The
sale involves companies that
are not complying with the
Sullivan Principles. The Sullivan Principles were established
in the late seventies as a code
of conduct for U.S. companies
in South Africa.
According to John Strange,
associate editor of The Maine
Campus, the University of
Maine at Orono's student-run
newspaper, .t he ,University of_
Maine divested totally in 1982,
but the University of Maine
Foundation, which is financially
independent of the University,
has not divested.
"This has been a source of
conflict around campus, but the
issue seems to have died down
lately," said Strange.
"The issue has not died down
at Dartmouth Coilege," said
Heather Myers of The Dartmouth.
According to Myers "the
students have led a strong move

for divestment" of Dartmouth's
South Africa~ investments
estimated at $100 million.
'
The destruction of a shanty
town erected on the Dartmouth
Green last week led to the
occupation of the office of
Dartmouth college President
David Mclaughlin by approximately 100 students.
As a result, classes for Friday,
January 24, were cancelled. In
place of the cancelled classes,
the Executive Committee of the
Faculty scheduled a day long
series of discussions on racism
violence, and disrespect fo;
diversity.
Dartmouth College has no
plans for divestment at the ·
moment, said Myers.
The University of Massachusetts totally divested their holdings last May, said Patrick
Johnson, Associate Editor of
UMass' newspaper The Coll~
gian.
"The University divested
most of its holdings back in
1977," said Johnson.

PFSA appeals to senate
By W. Glenn Stevens
last semester's decision to advise
Proponents for a University the USNH to continue investSystem of New Hampshire ing.
divestment from holdings with
"Try to imagine what it's like
companies in South Africa once to live in South Africa," said
again pleaded their case before Kohn. "It's nothing but instithe student senate last Sunday.
tutionalized slavery."
WSBE Professor Marc HeKohn said South Africa is
rold and People for a Free South .heavily dependent on trade with
Africa member Rick Kohn ad- institutions in the United States.
dressed the senate for nearly "The U.S. is South Africa's
an hour in an attempt to per- largest trading partner," he said.
suade senate members to change
Currently, the USNH only

Dave "Dogger" Diamond performing some impressive stunts
on the "slopes" behind Thompson Hall yesterday. (Laura
Muckenhawpt photo)
does business with companies
senate's decision to advise conthat have signed the Sullivan South Africa to a criminal act. tinued investment said, "How
"UNH- would not invest in
Principles.
can we sit here and encourage
The Sullivan Principles were gambling or drug trafficking," a civil war in another nation?" .
he said.
established in the late seventies
"Civil war already exists in
"Business has never led social
to act as a code of conduct for
change," said Herold. "It's social South Africa," said Herold.
companies operating in South
"We must act now in solidmovements that create social
Africa.
change," he said., "The point arity with the people of South
"The Sullivan Principles acis simple, the message is clear. Africa," said Kohn.
complish dearly little,'' said
Student Body President
You
(as students) can lead
Herold. "They are based on .
Deanne Ethier said, "They
business."
illusions," he said.
Senator Ken Bartlett, who (Kohn and Herold) gave us all
Herold likened investing in
was a driving force behind the something to think about. This
issue is not over with."

UNH Enterprise
takes off fast
By Jessica Wilson
The UNH Enterprise Association has "taken off like
wildfire," said Director Chip
Triglione, after signing up fifty
members to the new association
last week. "There must be an
incredible need for this at
lJNH," he said.
UNH Enterprise Association
is a new program designed to
aid students in starting their
own business. Since the mailing
list went up last week, Triglione
has had students coming to him
after classes and calling him at
home to say, 'Tve got a great
idea for my own business, what
are tli.e first steps?" This is just
the kind of help the association
was designed to give.
One of the best ways for
students to learn the first steps
of starting their own business
is by talking to ·someone already

in that business. The Enterprise
Association will facilitate such
contacts.
''I'll give you a classic example," Triglione said. "The other
day a girl came to me after class
and said she'd like to start a
flower shop. Another girl standing beside me heard and said,
'Hey, my mother has a flower
shop.' Boom! she just made an
excellent contact!"
UNH. Enterprtise Association is taking other concrete
steps to introduce students to
the business world and vice
versa. This Thursday Triglione
will be speaking to the Rotary
Club of Portsmouth (an organization primarily of business
men) asking for individual
support of the program an~
ENTERPRISE, page 10

YOUR FUTURE

C tp riglione's recently formed UNH Enterprise Association has attracted widespread
student interest this week. (Cindy Ric~ photo)
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Light Of heart and
strong of stomach
By Mary Beth Lapin
For those students yearning
to answer the call of the sea: For
those who crave the smell of salt
air and the thunderous crash of
a great ocean-going vessel
through mountainous swells of
icy water: For those students
who want more out of a college
experience than sitting in a class
room, the Semester at Sea
program could be for you.
Four UNH students are presently out rocking the boat in
UNH's Semester at Sea program. Last semester 13 undergraduates braved the froth.
Senior Amy Brnger, an Art
major, found Semester at Sea
rewarding both academically
and personally. She heard about
the program from a friend. "I
wanted to go abroad," Brnger
said. "It came down to a decision
between seeing just one country
and seeing ten or twelve."
Judging from her enthusiasm
about her experience, Brnger
said she feels that she made the
right decision.
"I want to tell everyone about
it," she said. Brnger said she
regrets that more students
aren't able to take advantage
of the program. For many, she
said, the cost of the voyage is
prohibitive, although limited
financial aid is available.
The students live on board
the S.S. Universe which is an
18,000 ton ocean liner furnished
with classrooms, a library, a
hospital and recreational facilities.
The ship stops in Piraeus,
Greece; Istanbul, Turkey; Kobe,
Japan and seven other ports of
c~l!:_

Approximately 480 students
carry a full semester's work load.
Classes are held daily at sea and
are designed to take advantage
of international travel.
Generally, 50 percent of the
voyage is spent in port. Students
participate in structured excursions· related to their academic
work. An Art History class may
attend an Egyptian museum, the
curriculum of a dance class may
require observing Indian folk
dancing. There are optional side
trips to the Taj Mahal and
Jerusalem, and students may
also strike out on their own,
provided they make it back to
the ship before departure.
Semester at Sea faculty are
selected from a large file of
applications. Faculty are hired
at least one year before the
voyage and come from universities across the country. "We
have no difficulty getting applicants. Professors hear about
the program from enthusiastic
colleagues who have taught,"
Douglas Woods, a faculty
member from the home base of
the program, the University of
Pittsburgh, said. The faculty
changes with each voyage, as
does the Academic Dean, who
is selected from senior faculty
at the University of Pittsburgh,
according to Woods.
Each semester the curriculum
changes slightly based on the
specialties of the staff and the
Dean. 'The Academic Dean last
semester was an English professor. I believe the current
Dean is a Political Scientist,"
Woods said. The course selections are always varied, ranging
from Oceanography and An-

•

UNH Students on board a ship during a 'Semester at Sea' exp.edition. The trips are expensive,
but allow students interested in the sea to get away from the classroom. (File photo)
-- fhere ar~ lots of 'Hi, how are . spree. Although some students
throp9l()gY to Economics._
Most of Brnger's classes were you' relationships. Semester at may have begun with frivolous
Comparative Studies. This is Sea puts students and faculty attitudes towards countries they
the general format for Semester in close proximity. They see visited, Brnger said that priorat Sea courses. Academics are more than the surface individ- ities changed. "I think India was
structured for relevance to ual, and many lasting friend- a turning point," she said.
"Seeing so much poverty
countr!esvisited.Onediscussion ships are formed," Brnger said.
· Brnger said she was constant- changed our perceptions about
class ts mandatory for both
buying and money." Brnger said
st~dents and faculty. This se- ly amazed at how friendly peomrnar, c.alled "The Future of pie were. "On campus people this experience has given her
a new perspective on things that
Spact::~htp Earth," deals with get into a rut, with the same
such issues as nuclear war, friends, the same situations. We she hopes she won't lose. In
poverty in third world nations become less open to new rela- addition to earning academic
~nd other current subjects. It tionships. When you travel, you ·credits. Brnger said the Semester at Sea fosters an ability "to
1s a forum where s~uden~s _and are always aware of the new."
In countries where a foreign be content wherever you are."
faculty are able to votee opm1ons ·
Students wishing to enroll in
and ask questions. Given the language is spoken students use
variety of backgrounds, discus- pamphlets which translate key the next Semester at Sea, which
sions often become heated, words and phrases. "Often you sails September 11, from Seattle,
Brnger said. "Some people are don't really need words to can call 1-800-854-0195 for
information. Or write: Admisvery conservative, some are very communicate," Brnger said.
sions
One of the misconceptions
liberal, but the size of the group
Semester at Sea
Brnger thinks people have about
generates open discussion."
2E Forbes Quadrangle
In this way students learn the program is that "it's a Love
University of Pittsburgh
more about their shipmates. Boat" atmosphere. The ship is
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
"On campus you don't get to not luxurious and the voyage
know many peop_le ve!y well. is not an e~tended shopping

NEWS IN BRIEF
Challenger booster ·
erupted
The space shuttle Challenger's booster rocket
apparently ruptured on or near a seam where two
solid rubber-like fuel segments are connected,
NASA's acting director Wilson Graham said Sunday.
Graham said investigators believe the problem
to be one of engineering and that it could be remedied
fairly quickly.
Graham noted that 24 boosters have flown
successfully and said engineers consider the boosters
some of the most stable parts of the entire shuttle•
system. He further added that the rockets are a
"primary structure not susceptible to failure."
1

Shcharans.ky to · be
released to West
Soviet and American negotiators reached an
agreement on a prisoner exchange that includes
the release of Soviet dissident Anatoly B. Shcharansky, according to officials in the Reagan
Administration.
· The officials said the agreement was still being
· worked out but that the agreement called for the
release of Shcharansky and three or four other
Western operatives in exchange for the release
of an equal .number of Eastern-bloc agents being
.
held by the West.
Two American officials said the exchange was
scheduled for February 11 on the Glienicke Bridge
which divides East Germany from West Germany.
A total of 8 to 10 people will be involved in the
exchange, said one official.

Restrictions imposed in
Haiti
The Haitian government of President-for-Life
Jean-Claude Duvalier imposed a six-hour curfew
Sunday morning to keep Haitians from attending
Sunday Masses in the northern town of Cap-Haitien.
Due to government pressure, Roman Catholic
Masses were also cancelled in two churches in Portau-Prince.
Foreign journalists were not allowed to travel
outside the capital without official permission.
The government told local police they could refuse
foreign reporters entrance to their towns.
Foreign press largely ignored the restriction and
at least five teams of print or television journalists
were harassed or arrested by police.

Liechtenstein women
vote

Women voted for the first time in the small Alpine
principality of Liechtenstein and helped return
a conservative coalition to power in the 15-member
Parliament, election officials said.
Women were given the right to vote in 1984.
The conservative coalition, the Progressive Citizens,
won seven seats, including one held by a vroman,
Emma Eigenmann.

Spring around the corner
Groundhog Punxatawny Phil failed to see his
shadow for only the sixth time in 99 years, reputedly
an omen that spring weather is around the corner.
Over 1000 fans gathered at Punxatawny, PA at
dawn to cheer Phil on as he came out of his burrow.
The president of Punxatawny's Groundhog Club
said Phil's predictions are unfailingly accurate.

Marking to be Webster
College Vice President
Dr. Kasper C. Marking, chancellor of the
University System of New Hampshire (USNH),
will become the vice president for academic
affairs/ dean of faculty of Daniel Webster College
onJuly 1, according to Hannah McCarthy, president
·
of the college.
Marking announced his resignation from his post
as USNH chancellor several month ago.

Women's commission
award
Nominations are being accepted for the second
annual Women's Commission Award. The award
is given by the University to honor a person who
has contributed significantly to advancing the status
of women at UNH. The award will be presented
during the annual Women's History Program on
March 12, 1986.
Nominations may be made by individual students,
faculty, or staff. All students, faculty, and staff are
eligible for this· award. Nominations should include
a short statement on why the nominee should be
honored for his/her contributions and a summary,
containing examples, of the nominee's efforts to
advance the status of women at UNH.
The UNH President's Commission on the Status
of Women, located in Batchellar House, will accept
nominations until February 28, 1986. Nomirtations
should include the name and department of the
nominee, and the name, signature, campus address,
and phone number, of the person submitting the
nomination.
The recipient of the award will be chosen by the
Women's Commission.
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Getting classes
still not easy
By Alan Adelman
"It's been a very difficult
semester for students getting
classes," said UNH Registrar
Stephanie Thomas. Most UNH
students agree, it has become
no easy task getting four classes,
let alone courses you'd like to
attend.
But in order to find·a solution,
somebody's got to first pinpoint
the problem. And that's exactly
what Thomas intends to do.
''I've looked into it and have
found that there is no noticeable
difference in the number of
students from recent semesters," explained Thomas.
· "A couple of things contribute
to this problem. For one, we let
in 50 or so readmits each semester. That could tend to congest
things. Another is that we
haven't been suspending second
semester freshmen (because of
academic difficulties). We feel
it's beneficial for them to be
given the chance to attend UNH
for a full year," said Thomas.
Although it seems obvious
and intuitive that there does
exist an over-enrollment, that
might not be the case. According
to Thomas, 'Tm not sure we can
blame the situation on numbers.
I've checked other State colleges
and they' re experiencing the
same problems. Believe it or not,
the average undergraduate class
size is 32 students."
But that isn't to say that many
courses, and departments, don't
have a greater student demand
than the supply can accommodate . "The _general education

cla_sses are the ones most in need
of expansion, " said Thomas.
"The ideal thing would be to
bring in more teachers," she
said, "especially for general
education. This really ha.s to be
done."
This has been an on-going .
battle for Thomas. In the 198182 school year she conduc!ed
a study with UNH President
Gordon Haaland. In it they
found that out of 2,240 courses
offered, only 41 had more than
10 unfilled requests. A mere
1.8% of all classes had 10 empty
seats or more.
The answer to this problem
is simple, money is needed. "If
UNH were to add more classes,
or offer more sections to already
existing classes, the funding
would come from State aid and Students heading back to dormitories as dusk £.alls on Main Street. New England has been
the student's tuition," said living up to its reputation weatherwise lately, with unusually warm weather interspersed
Thomas.
with snow showers. (Ronit Larone.photo)
Fortunately, the current enrollment procedure does an
adequate job assessing a student's position on the hierarchy
of the undergraduate step~adder.
"We've got a sophisd~ated By Erika Randmere
computer program to assess the
A study conducted for the
levels of priority in enrollment," Dean of Student Affairs Office
explained Thomas. "Much of revealed that the library has a
it is based on the numbet of seating capacity of only 12
credit hours a student has. But percent. A typical university
is also takes into account such would have at least 20-30 perthings as students who are cent for students, while a suhandicapped and should have perior library would have a 35priority in certain situations."
40 percent seating capacity.
Between the student
senate,
The "crunch" for study space
1
who is also working towards a at UNH is being relieved
solution, and Thomas, a solution through transformation of classto this problem may be in the
rooms into study rooms.
not so distant future.
Study space is now available
for students in rooms 141 and
218 at Hamilton Smith. Resident hall lounges have also been
refurbished as study rooms.
Each 1,600 square foot class~oom has thirty individually lit
study carrels as well as a seminar
table which can seat twenty
people. The cost of the project
created in the late seventies, was $30,000 according to Cathdesigned as a·set of standards erine O'Brien from the Dean
for South African business to of Student. Affairs Office. The
follow.
amount of useage of these rooms
Marc Herold, Associate Pro- will determine further sµch
fessor of Economics at UNH conversions for study sp~ce, This room in Hamilton Smith is one of several converted to
and an advocate of divestment, according to O'Brien.
provide extra study space to take pressure off the overcrowded
will also challenge present
"Back in the 1960' s, schools, library. (Laura Muckenhawpt photo)
policy. Herold said, "The Sul- including UNH, were using
.
. important," Gregg Sanborn,
livan Principles are a public- classrooms for study areas,"
afte.~ berng 1i:i a classroom all dea:i of student affairs said. "It
relations game. I believe Amer- Martha Byam, UNH assistant
dar,, By~m said._
. .
helps to provide yet another
ican business interests fully dean for student affairs said. "It
In this case, It means gtvmg alternative for students to study
support apartheid."
them a place to go to that looks beyond the residence halls or
was really just opening up
Herold said South Africa existing classrooms during the
and feels like a place to study," the library."
represents an "abhorrent sys- evenings. My personal view is
By~m a~ded.
The Hamilton Smith rooms
tem," but that divestment can that a student doesn't feel like
I thmk the efforts t? convert will be open MWF 6 pm-12
stimulate change. "A large-scale studying in a place that looks
space on campus so It can be midnight, T,TR 12:30-2 pm,
divestment," he said, "can put like a_ c~assroom-especiallv
used for classroom s~minar 6pm-12 midnight and Saturday
sufficient pressure on corpospace and study space ts very and Sunday 8 am-8 pm.
rations to disinvest." Herold
looks.to eventual black majority
rule in South Africa.
The third confirmed panelist
opposing present policy is Ken By Bryan Alexander
tablishment of the Institute for changes of departments ·and
Corstens, Executive Secretary·
"The University must change the Study of Earth, Oceans and programs.
of the International Defense and to keep in step with the future, Space, (EOS) according to HaaIn this model EOS would
Aid Fund to South Africa, and claimed UNH President, Gor- land.
remain independent. Meanminister of a Methodist Church. don Haaland, at a Faculty Caucus
At the same time criticism while biology and marine proDoug Wheeler, professor of meeting last night.
arose from members from the grams would join the College
History at UNH, will support
Open for discussion at the Biology department. Haaland of Life Sciences and Agriculture
USNH's investment policy. caucus was a letter sent out
by claimed the department was (COLSA) along with microbi"The historical record shows Haaland calling for the reor- concerned that the University ology
and zoology.
sanctions and divestment don't ganization of the University and "had not provided support for
The second model calls for
work," Wheeler said. "Selective for the creation of interdisci- the biological sciences as a the creation
of two colleges. The
divestment (USNH's present plinary faculties. ·
coherent group."
newly designated College of
stance), is a good policy."
Haaland added that reorgan-- Natural Sciences and Resources
The first of the two proposals
The final confirmed panelist reviewed dealt with university ization would enhance commun- would include
chemistry, physis Allan Nelson, who will argue reorganization. The need for ication between the depart- ics, earth sciences,
mathematics, ·
in favor of USNH's investment changes in the university's ments.
microbiology, zoology, marine
policy, Nelson is presently a structure came into light after
The first of four models in science, EOS, and nearly all
consultant to the State of Con- small groups of faculty members the proposal called for the departments of COLSA.
came out in May of last year with maintenance of current college
SYMPOSIUM, page 9
a recommendation for the es- organization, with a few CHANGE, page 5

I

More study ·space available

Divestme nt to be
debated Thursday
By Jim Church
Two opposing four-member
panels will battle for community
support at a symposium designed to educate students,
faculty and trustees on the pros
a)ld cons of the University
System of New Hampshire's
investment in American companies doing business in South
Africa.
Sponsored jointly by People
for a Free South Africa (PFSA)
and the President's Office, the
moderated symposium will be
conducted this Thursday, from
12:30 to 2 p.m. in the MUB's
Strafford Room. The symposium will feature initial position
statements by both panels,
debate-sty le question-andanswers, and questions from
onlookers.
Four speakers who support
USNH's present investment
policy will be selected by the
President's Office, while four
speakers who oppose the policy
and support divestment will be
cho~en by PFSA.
Last night, five panelists had
been confirmed. Mungisi Qwini,
a black South African and a
senior at Colby College, will
oppose USNH's investment
policy. Qwini, who was in South
Africa in the summer of 1984,
said the Sullivan Prindples
"have had literally no effect in
South Africa. They've done the
opposite of what people intended."
The Sullivan Principles were

Haaland calls for change
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·F-ratiklill .Fit~ess ·Center to hold triathlon
By Marla G. Smith
The first annual Franklin
Fitness Center Seacoast Triathlon will be held June 22, according to race directors Ray Desmarais and Sheila Devine.
Desmarais said this will be
"the first triathlon UNH and
the Seacoast area has seen."
The continuous triathlon will
begin near Barrington with a

mile swim in Swains Lake. From
the "out and back triangular
course" at Swains, the racer will
proceed to a "slightly hilly" 25
mile bike leg to Durham, and
finally a 10 kilometer on the
Homecoming loop.
·
The catagories include men
and women's individual, and
men, women and mixed relays.
~ge group catagories range

Young s

estaurant
& Coffee Shop Inc.
48 Main St.
Durham, NH
868-2688 ,

.

preakf ast Special

trom 18-29, 30-3-9, 40-49, 5059, and 60 and over. Prizes will
be awarded to winners in each
catagory.
The Franklin Fitness Center
is also sponsoring a free Tri~thlon Workshop on Sunday,
February 23. It will begin at
10:30 with an optional brunch
at the Franklin in Durham.
Included in the workshop
staff will be UNH swim coach,
Frank Helies: UNH track coach,
James Boulanger: Durham Cycle's, Mike Farrell: Director of
New England Tinman Triathlon, Phil Hall: and 2nd ranked
New England triathlete, Penny
Mclaughlin.
Video tapes of the Hawaiian
Ironman and the Endurance o~
the Cape Triathlons will be
available for viewing.
The workshop will include

some training and is accessible
to everyone. At the close of the
workshop a running/ triathlon
club for the UNH and Seacoast
area will be formed.
Desmarais, a UNH senior,
claims the triathlon to be a
"fairly easy and safe course for
everyone to enjoy." Desmarais
is expecting 300-500 applicants.
He also encourages first timers,
especially women, to participate.

2 eggs any style with corned .beef hash & home fries
with coffee $2.07

Luncheon Special
Try our vegetarian sub with cheese
or turkey salad melt with cup ofmup
or chowder $2.50

Dinner Soeica.I
YOUNG'S

lt(

Pork cutlet dinner with tossed salad
mashed potatoes or french fries
with roll $2.70
. I

o ·· T
,
FORUM on U.S.N.H.
DIVESTMENT
Pro and Con
Panel Discussion
Thursday, February 6th
12:00-2:00 pm
in the Strafford Room/MUB
Sponsored by the President's Office
and People for a Free South Africa

With no former athletic background, Desmarais began running triathlons in July of 1984.
Since then he has run 19 triathlons, including the New England Tinman and the Cape Cod
Endurance Triathlon in which
he placed 26th among top
national athletes.
1
This year Desmarais is shooting for the Hawaiian Ironman.
He stresses that "Triathlons are
different from road races in that
they are not as intense. The key
is to pace yourself."
Triathlons are becoming the
sport of the 80's. They are a
"good way to meet people and
have fun."
For more information on the
upcoming Franklin Fitness Center Seacoast Triathlon, or to
apply for the race, call Ray o~
Sheila at the Franklin.
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STV N's futur e
·

By Bryan Alexander
The future of the Student
Television Network (STVN)
remains in limbo after Sunday's
student senate's decision to
suspend voting on the organization's concept once again.
STVN's General Manager,
Terry Murray, claimed to be
confident that the drawn out
senate-STVN struggle, which
began late last semester, was
over. Murray claimed before the
meeting that the "lack of communication," which caused the
conflict, had been corrected.
After STVN's original concept caused unresolved controversy in the senate last December,
a special committee was chosen
to help STVN work out an
acceptable proposal.
At the end of four weeks of
deliberation the committee produced a list of recommendations

•

CALENDAR

limbo

ID

for the television network to
follow along with a revised
concept.
'
These recommendat ions
called for a program report
submitted monthly along with
a blueprint detailin~ the future
of the network by ~a_y 1.
"In the past STVN has been
criticized for its inefficient
operation," said Senator Wayne
Ferrari, who proposed the recommendations to the senate.
"We feel that since these recommendations are written down
that we will be able to hold
STVN to them.''
"These are recommendations," rebuked Senator Ken
Bartlett. "Recommend means
we strongly urge you. It does
not require anything. It merely
recommends. I don't believe this
is going to work."
"This ad hoc committee report does not even address the

.ssue, which I specifically spoke
to the ad hoc committee about."
Bartlett continued, "They don't
have the word broadcasting in
their concept. That is a small
word, but it's a big meaning. The
senate needs to commit itself
to broadcasting capability, and
STVN has to stop fanagaling
around about what type of
broadcasting, and do it."
Bartlett's point introduced
other areas of conflict to the
senate. Some argued that in
order to force STVN to broadcast, the senate would have to
allot them enough money to
undertake this expensive process.
To these Bartlett responded:
"I would like the senate to
accept, committing itself to
assisting STVN in whatever
means it can to have broadcast
capability, and end this frivolous
discussion."

Chan~

to A 1 for text!!·
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4
Men's Swimming-at Tufts

Women's Basketball-at Northeastern
Women's Gymnastics-at Connecticut
Wrestling-at Plymouth State
French{ltalian Film-"Casque D'Or." Room 303, James, 3:30
P:m., $ admission.
Men's Basketball-vs. Vermont, Field House, 7:30 p.m.
UNH Jazz Band-Charlie Jennison, directing. Strafford Room,
MUB,8p.m.
WEDNESDAY , FEBRUARY 5

Brown B~g jt at the Galleries-Galle ry walk with Jennifer
Hilton, a UNH graduate, exhibiting artist. U nverstiy Galleries,
Paul Arts, noon. . ·
.
Frenchf.ltalian Film-"Casque D'Or." Room 110, Murkland,
7 p.m., $1 admission.
.
,
Women's Ice Hqckey-vs. Dartmouth, Snively, 7 p.m.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6
Janet Atherton and the UNH Bassoon EnsembleCANCELLED

--------CHANGE-------Engineering departments and
the computer science department would be combined to
form a College of Engineering
and Computer Science.
If the third model discussed
is approved, a College of Natural
Sciences, Resources, and Engineering would be formed. This
college would con:s-ist of the·
College of Engineering and
Physical Sciences (CEPS) and
COLSA, along with micrqbiology and zoology.
The final, most radical model
demands the setting up of a
College of Arts and Sciences.
This would be the combination
of the College of Liberal Arts,
the physical sciences from CEPS
and biochemistry from COLSA.
This model also calls for the
establishment of four professional schools-agricul ture, engineering, health studies, and
business.
The second major proposal
seeks to encourage the development of cross-disciplin ary
teaching and research.
If this proposal is passed,
faculty members would still
belong to a department or
college. However, this plan
would allow the member to
devote teaching and research
time to a subject outside his own
college or department.
Haaland stressed that the
proposal was not final. In his
letter he declared, "There are
those who may believe that a
written proposal from the ad-

(continued f~om page 3
ministration means that a decision has been reached. This
is simply not true. The proposals before you are submitted
for discussion.''
"I have the belief," Haaland
said in defense of the proposal,
"that the future of much membership in this countrv. and

Men's Hockey-at Boston College

frankly in all academics, ~ill be
something broadly called interdisciplinary work."
"While change for change
sake is not what we wish to be
about," he stated in the proposal, "we believe our present
way of doing business is not
sufficient to our tasjcs."

Michelle Citron, Film Maker Visits UNH-"Daught er Rite,"
a narrative fiction film at 12:30 p.m. and "Sex, Race and
Music Videos." from 3:40 to 5:45 p.m., Forum Room, Library.
Co-sponsored by Women's Studies, Theater and Communications and The College of Liberal Arts.
MUSO Film-"Brother from Another Planet." Strafford Room,
MUB 7 and 9:30 p.m. $1 students, $2 non-students.
. MUB PUB.:MUSO presents "Max Creek" Pub, MUB, 8 p.m.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7
Last day to choose pass/fail option.

HAS THE ~LD
GONE MADI?

Last day to add courses without Dean's approval & without
$10 late add fee.

/

Last day to drop courses or withdraw without academic liability.
Last day to carry more than 20 credits without a surcharge.
Men's Swimming-vs. Massachusetts, 4 p.m.
New Hampshire International Seminar-"Thir d World
Cinema." Presenter: Richard Pen~ Film Center, School of
the Art Institute (Chicago) Alumni \..enter, 4 p.m.
·
Women's Basketball-vs. Boston University, Field House,
7 p.m.
Music of Wind and Water-Shakuh achi Recital (Japanese
bamboo flute) by guest artist, Bob Seigetsu Avstreih. 0 mversity
Art Galleries, 8 p.m., free.
MUB r,uB-MUSO presents "48 Hours" at 8 p.m. and "Trading
Places at 10 p.m. Students $2, General $4.

THEBLOOMCOUNTYCOWCTION
IS, ABOVE ALL ELSE, TASllFUL
T-SHIRl'S, BOOKS & STUFFED OPUS DOUS.

,--------------------~-----~~

~~~ ·

ORDER TODAY!

1

THIS ORDER BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

r------------------aiPA#osiNo'WirHoRoiR------------------;
Pltast indiart 1izr
'nd qwnriry:

1111511 conanlpolx

K""' pnnt«I

1.Penguinlunleelhirt(crtamybeige)
2. Pftlguin lust Jeney (white body/bla<k slttves)
lBloomCountyTeelhirt(creamybeige)
4. Bloom County ]eney (white body/black sleeves)
5. loost Tails book
6. 'loons for our Times book
Umali Stuffed Opus Doll
8.1.arge Stuffed Opus Doll
9. Bill tire Cat Tee Shirt (silver)
• ID.Opus Tee Shirt (silver)
I I. Dor.'t Blame Me· .Tee Shirt (black)

I

S
0

M
D

L
0

XL

0
D
0
D
0
D
0

0
D
D

0
0
D

0
D
0

D
D
D

D
D
D

0

PRICE
9.95
11.95

TOTAL

9.95
11.95

5.95
6. 95

• lo.oo

D
D
D

D
D
D

18.00
9.95
9.95
9.95

Plus SI.SO per itetn for postage and handling

Mail to:

Opus/
5446 Highway 290 ~t
Suite JOI
Austin, Texas 78735

GORDON HAALAND
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Visa/11C
Phone Orders Welcome
512/892-4870

Grand Total

:
:
:
1

I
I
I
I
I

City/State/lip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Allow4·6...Wfordoli'lfrJ

Resumes
includes typing ·
matchingpape r

l .O,%

I

.,---------------------------~~
I
I

I·

·I DISCOUN T

-dissertations
-thesis
-all printing orders

I
I

f

8¢ PHOTOCOPIES f

.L-~-------~--------~--------t

! STUDENTS!
;

Name ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
· Addms _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
25 sets
I
0 NLY I
$15.so ·I

Coupon Special

WHEN YOU NEED COPl,E_S

!I

!TH INKCAMPUS COPY &PRINTING!
I

47 MAIN STREET DURHAM, NH,
:
I
(Across from Jodi's) 868-2450
·------- -------- -------- -------·1
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~ 1;T~LQ EXPERIENCE DAY:

. ATHLETICS AND RECREATION "
~;~,,

ACU-I FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT: (Singles.;&
Doubles) Sponsored by Games Ro~JTI/Student
Activiti~s. Open to all full time UNH students
with a GPA of 2.0 or better:. Wednesday, February
5, Games Room, MUB,- J5:30 p.m., $1 per person.
Winn.e:rs will .represent UNH at the Regional
Tournament February 22-2?, a~expenses paid. .
INTRAMURAL UNDERGRADUATE TABLE
TENNIS TOURNAMENT ROSTERS DUE:
Monday, February 10, Room 104, New Hampshire
Hall, 5:30 p.m. Tournament to be held Monday,
February 17 (Men's Doubles); Wednesday, February
19 (Women's Singles & Doubles, Co-Rec Doubles);
Monday, February 24 (Men's Singles); to be held
in Granite State Room, MUB, 7 p.m. Call Rec Sports,
:2031 for more information.

~

Sponsored by UNH
·Eie'Jd!Experience Office. Learn how to get career.
'relate-d jobs and college credits. Thursday, February
6, SullivaQ Room, MUB, 11 :30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

HEALTH
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Those
· concerned about their drinking are welco~e . .
Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m. Call
· Health Education, 3823 for more information.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: For
individuals affected by a parent's problem drinking.
Thursdays, Underwood House, 8 to 9:30 p.m. and
Fridays, Catholic Student Center, 7:30 to 9 p.m.
Call Health Education, 3823 for more information.
WOMEN'S AA; Fridays, Wolff House, noon to
1 p.m. Call Health Education, 3823 for more
information.

, BEGINNING BILLIARDS CLASSES: Sponsored
• by Games Room/Student Activities. 5 week course
'.~ on Tuesdays and Wednesdays offered by Tiffi:
: Fissette, foriner ACU-I Region I Champ and Sam
·· Donovan, t985 Campus 8-ball Champ. Classes begin
~ February ll, Games Room, MUB, 5:30 p.m. $4
.. students, $5 generaL

HEALTH SERVICES CONSUMER BOARD IN- ·
TRODUCTORY MEETING: For new and present
members. See what projects are planned for this
spiing. Wednesday, February 5, Hanover Room,
MUB,3p.m.

~ CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

COMPUTER S~RVICES

'.,. PULSE COMMITTEE: PULSE will soon be
· continuing their weekly meetings open co all
. students i,nterested in surveying and reporting
- the ideas of the college community. For more
·· information contact PULSE at 3484 or wait for
. further notices.

SMALL SYSTEMS RESOURCE CENTER

I'.

·.

'·' .. ·

NEW TESTAMENTCHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Join us for worship, teaching, and good
fellowship. See what a difference God can make
in your life. Tuesdays, Room 215, Horton, 6:30
to 8 p.m.
·
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION: We
will be going to see "The Color Purple." Discussion
to follow . Tuesday, February 4, Catholic Student
Center, van leaves Center at 6 p,m.
··
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETING: Tuesday, February 4, Room 214, Hamilton
, Smith, 7 p.m. ~ORE meeting, Monday, Notch
Room, MUB, 5:30 p.m. All are welcome.
·
UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: Wednesday, February 5, Downstairs, Tin Palace, 5:30
p.m. New members welcome.
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Thursday, February 6, Women's Center, Room 134, MUB, 7 p.m.
All students welcome.
SLIDE PRESENTATION ON INDIA: Sponsored
by Geography Club. Slides and comments by
Professor Alasdair Drysdale, Geography Dept.,
on his recent trip to the Kashmir and Ladakh regions
· of northern India. Friday, February 7, Room 104,
James Hall, 2:30 p.m. All are welcome.
SNOW ACTIVITY DAY: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Program. Bring X-Country
skis, sleds or anything else you enjoy doing outdoors.
Hope to have a bonfire. Saturday, February 8, meet
at Underwood House at 12:45 p.m. and carpool
to where we will spend the afternoon until 4 p.m.
If snow conditions look questionable, call us a couple
of days before at 3647.
UNH ENTERPRISE ASSOCIATION ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Gain insight on developing your own business. Special guest speaker,
Wilford L. Sanders Jr., Attorney, successful
entrepeneur, UNH Board of Trustees member.
Monday, February 10, Sullivan Room, MUB, 7:15
p.m. All UNH students welcome.
POETRY READING: Sponsored by Writers' Series
Committee. Maxine Kumin, Pulitzer Prize winning
peot will read from her work. Monday, February
10, Room 129, Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m.
MATH ANXIETY WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
Non-Traditional Student Program. Judy Rector,
Math Dept. will answer questions and help students
understand why they find math to be such a
frustrating subject. Tuesday, February 11, Underwood House, 12:30 to 2 p.m. Call 3647 for more
information.
FIRESIDE EXPERIENCE INFORMATIONAL
MEETING: Trips this semester include: A Biking
Adventure; Beach Bum Stroll; Packing Over The
Peaks; Southern Exposure; Sapping and Stomping;
Canoe Canoe?; Shoeing, Swinging, Sledding and
Skiing; and Boat Building. Tuesday, February 1,
Room 110, Murkland, 8 p.m.

CAREER .
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
by Career Planning and Placement. The nuts and
bolts of resume writing. Tuesday, February 4, Forum
Room, Library, 6 to.7:30 p.m.

MICROCOMPUTER SKILL BUILDING SESSIONS: Hands~pn microcomputer instruction is
offered by The Small Systems Resource Center
from 10 a.m. to noon in Room 104C, McConnell
Hall. Certain introductory courses or knowledge
of your microcomputer's operating system are
prerequisites for all other sessions. EnroJlment
is limited, and cost is $15 per session. Ca:ll SSRC,
2249 for more information on introductory courses
and to preregister by February 7 for the following
courses:
WORDSTAR Se~sion 1, February 10-Installacion
and configurat'ion of WordStar and the Menu
functions of WordStar.

'

;·IJ;elp.
Our C1t1es. · .

1•

•

:

,

Our Oceans.
Our Trees.
~- ·_~Our Towns.

Our Forests.
Our Rivers.
·.:0ur Air. .
~ Mouiltaills.

,.Our Plants.
-Our Fishes.
·0ur Streams.
Our Deserts.
Our Lakes.
Our Tomorrows.

Give a hoot.

Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. fa

WORDSTAR Session 2, February 12-How to
produce letters .and simple.documents using the
WordStar Menu corpmands.
MAILMERGE WordStar Session ' 3, February
14-Merge functions including form letters and
mailing labels.
· INTRODUCTION TO DBASE February 170verview of what a Database .is, history and
evolution of dbase II and cl.Base. III, and demons~ration of a dB~se prograf!l.
' BEGINNING DBASE February 19-How to create
a database; introduction to using Commands and
using Function; create a sample database, enter
data and run reports.

GENERAL
TRANSFR ORIENTATION: Apply now for June
Transfer Orientation staff. For more information
and applications, contact the Commuter/Transfer
Center, Room 136, Memorial Union, 3612. Fun,
experience and pay.
COMPUTER SEARCH SER VICE AVAILABLE
AT LIBRARY: BRS After Dark, a menu-driven,
user-friendly computer search service is now
available for use at the Library's Reference Desk.
Using a terminal.located in the library, you can
access information contained in over 50 databases
and compile customized bibliographies. The cost
is 30 cents per minute, payable by check only. The
Reference Staff is glad to help with planning
searches but rlease seek help, during the day, well
in advance o your search. The evening staff will
be able to provide only minimal help. Mon.-Thur.
6:30-9:30 p.m. '.
CHILD CARE INFORMATION: The Child Care
Information and Referral Service has directories
of all licensed child care providers in Strafford
and Rockingham Counties. If you are looking for
child care or planning for next year (it's not too
early), stop by or call the service, Underwood House,
2895. Regular hours are Monday through Thursday,
9 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
Non-Traditional Student Program. Questions
answered and information provided to those who
need assistance with the application process.
Thursday, February 6, Underwood House, 12:30
to 2 p.m. Call 3647 for more information.
DAILY BAG LUNCHES: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student PrQgram. Lunches held Monday
through Friday for this semester at Underwood
House, noon to 2 p.m. Stop by with your lunch
and we'll provide soup. Call 3647 for more
information.

GAMES ROOM
Foosball (singles·and doubles)
Wednesday, Feb. 5, 6:30 p.m., Games Room
Entry fee: $1 per person
Participants must be a full-time student with
a 3.P.A. 2.o or better
Winners will qualify for Regional Competition
to be held at Fitchburg State College on Feb. 22 & 23
(all expenses paid by UN H)
BEGINNING BILLIARDS
This semester the games room will be offering
a 5 week class in beginning billiards
Registration ends Feb. 9
Tuesday classes begin Feb. 11
Wednesday classes b~ing Feb. 12
Full-time students $4 Gen. Admission $5
Sign-up now in the Games Room
WANTED
All UNH students interested in 10 Pin Bowling.
There will be a roll off TBA at Dover Bowl
The highest rollers (6 men & 6 women) will
represent UNH on Feb. 22 & 23 at Fitchburg State College
for more info call
Dick Rhodes
,Work 743-0720
Home 742-8584
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"It's a UNH Love Affair"

MAKeADATe
WilHANURse
.

a£.

February 4~10
. CAFETERIA
Let us do the cooking!
Monday-Thursday 7:30 am-3 pm
Friday 7:30 am -2:45 pm

.

GRILL HOURS
Monday-Thursday 7:30 am-2:30 pm
Night Grill 3:30 pm-8 pm
Friday 7:30 am"'.2:30 pm
MUB GRUB, SALAD BAR
& GRINDER LINE ·
Monday-Friday 1t am-1 :30 pm

at

DURHAM RED CROSS
VALENTINE BLOOD
DRIVE

Join us for a wide variety
of sandwiches, subs,
hot foods & grill items

on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday,
Feb.10,11,12,13,14
10:00-3:00
MUB

•.,i~~:~:~.

resmes, reports, letten,
proposals, theses, ·yoar
creation prolessionally

__._43_6_-_23_3_4_ _
.__typed

~O~~~~
:\
v

r,

· CAFETERIA
Start your morning right
with a delicious breakfast!
Items range from Bagels
to our delicious
Big Breakfast.

&

between 6:30 and 7 pm

.-

·w~~~

" 'BROTHER' IS JOHN SAYLES' BEST
. .FILM YET!' It's 'Mars On The Hudson',
'Cheers Goes To Harlem', and 'E.T.
Rides The Underground Railroad'
rolled into one!' .
-Carrie Rickey,
Boston Herald

"****

PISTACHIO'S
Come in and enjoy
a delicious ice cream
with your choice
of candy topping
m&m's, heath bar
and more.
Monday-Friday 7:30 am-11 :00 pm
Weekends 11 am-11 pm
NIGHT GRILL SPECIALS
Monday-Hamburger
Tuesday-Grilled Cheese and Ham
Wednesday-BLT
.
Only 69¢
served Monday-Thursday 3:30-7:30 pm
NEW GRILL SPECIALS
Chicken Burger $1 .50
Meatball Sub $1.70
Fried Mushrooms $1.25
Onion Rings 85¢

HILA~OUS.. ~loaded

~-·
r::==:===·.
with funny scenes
and entertai aing char- ~:. .,. . ·. ,
~~~~==~~~~~:
acters ..•among the
"·
year's most oftbeat
films!' -William Wolf,

-

·

Gannett News Services
Copyright © 1984 £1..
Clnecom International Fiims Inc. ~znecom,
All rights mervtd.

MUB PUB
Thursday-MAX CREEK
. Friday-48 HOURS & TRADING PLACES
Saturday-WUNH NIGHT
MUB CATERING
Show a friend you care
send a Valentine's
Goody Package

INTERNATIONAL FILMS

THURS. FEB. 6, 1986
STRAFFORD RM. IN MUB
7:00 & 9:30 SHOW TIMES
STUDENTS $1.00 PUBLIC $2.00
15-FILM PASSES: $8.50 FOR STUDENTS &
$15.00 FOR NONSTUDENTS AVAILABLE AT DOOR.

order before Feb. 10stop in at MUB catering
or call 868-2046
all cookie orders must be a minimum of 2 dozen at $2.95
per dozen

.
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honor
wins
Custom.

T·Shirt
Printing

By Jon Kinson
most noted people in the field
University of New Hamp- of classical rhetoric and is an
shire professor Robert Connors- important addition to the field
rece n tl y won the Mina P. since it is aimed at teachers of
Shaughnessy Prize for co- English.
"Freshman English is conediting "Essays on Classical
Rhetoric and Modern Dis- sidered the worst class on campuses. At other schools it is
course."
This collection of essays fea- taught by the worst people.
tures the work of some of the Here, I'm happy to say, this isn't

,.. (803) 431·8319
T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY rs
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS ·
& TOTES

----L-----------J---------------------~-3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOUTH. NH 0~801

It's A Beach Party!
Winter Carnival 1986

Feb 13th-16th
Torch run
Bonfire
Fi_reworks

.P

Hockey Game
FUNI
Snow Sculptures
Virgin Island Party

Greek Night of Sin _
Beach Party Dinner
Ski race

0
i!i:JI

Prof. Robert Connors, winner of a prize for his part in compiling
a book on essays, in his Hamilton Smith office. (Laura
Muckenhowpt photo)

~ 1H:heWH1s~
transfer's hectic transition...

true," said Connors.
According to Connors, this
book deviates from the usual
19th century style of teaching,
such as the writing of paragraphs with topic sentences.
A warded by the Modern Language Association's Committee
on Teaching and Related Professional Activities, the annual
prize was given to the book
because it is "an outstanding
publiotion in the field of teaching English language and literature."
Connors co-edited the book
with Andrea Lunsford and Lisa
Ede. It is dedicated to their
graduate director, Edward P.J.
Corbett, who taught the three
at Ohio State.
'
Connors, who earned his
undergraduate degre_e~at UMass,
joined the English Department
at UNH to strengthen graduate
offerings in composition and
rhetoric and "to take a highly
res peered program and make
it nationally known."
He has been a professor here
at UNH for the past two years
after having taught at Louisianna State University for four
years. He teaches English 401
and 501, along with graduate
courses in composition theory
and rhetorical theory.
In 198lj Connors won an
award for an article he wrote
for the conference on College
Composition and Communications' journal on the historical
rise and fall of the modes of
discourse.

THE STRAFFORD HOUSE

~

Accommodations

APPLY NOW

and be on
the June Transfer _Orientation Staff!
Great Experience! Great Fun! Paid Position!

Applications and Details
available at the
Commuter/Transfer Center
Rm. 136, MUB, 862-3612
ask for Beverly or Susan

.Deadline: February 7, 1986

Single and Double occupancy rooms
Electric heat with individual thermostats
Wall to wall carpeting
All rooms completely furnished
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room
Telephone and television jacks
Parking available
·
Laundromat
Lounge area
Year-round Patio
The Strafford House and The Strafford Manor are
located in the heart of Durham NH with all the facilities
· of the University of New Hampshire within walking
distance.

Rental Office at
The

Strafford House
868-2192
14 Strafford Ave.
Durham, N.H.
Office hours
9-4, M-F
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---SYMPOSIUM - - (continued from page 3)
necticut in South African issues,
and a board member of Investors Responsibility Research
Center in Washington.
Babette Lamarre, a member
of PFSA, said she has high hopes
for the symposium. She said the
trustees have tended to view
divestment campaigns as the
efforts of " 10 dedicated students."
A large turnout and provocative discussion, Lamarre said,
will educate the trustees and
show them divestment is a big
issue with widespread support.
Lamarre said she is especially
concerned about a Trustee SubCommittee proposal which she
said makes only small changes
in the present investment practices of USNH. This proposal
will be voted on by the Trustees
on February 13. Lamarre said
she hopes the symposium will
lead to a better understanding

BABETTE LAMARRE
of the issue and in turn, a
downfall of the Finance Committee proposal.

Learn German

THE BOSE®
UNIVERSln PROGRAM:

This Summer
June 30 August 8, 1986

A Unique Muslcal Opportunity for UNH Students, Staff and Faculty.

T fie Sixtfi Annual German Summer Scfiool of

A company that owes its origins to university research is proud to bring the products of that research
directly to the university community. It was an MIT research program in acoustics under the direction
of Dr. Amar G. Bose that led to the founding of Bose Corporation-and to the design of the Bose 901®
Direct/Reflecting® speaker system. This speaker·became an audio legend, as well as the technological inspiration for the entire line qt Bose Direct/Reflecting® speakers. Now through a uniq•_re program,
the students, faculty.and staff of UNH may purchase Bose speakers-inc!uding the world-acclaimed
901 Series V system-directly from Bose ..;orporate headquarters in Framingham, Massachusetts. In fact, under this program. you can
borr<m a pair of Bose speakers to try out in your
own listening room an.d pay for them with the
new Bose Credit Plan! Your Bose student representative will be happy to give you full details. For
more information, call JQtff Coleman at 868-6039

tfie Atlantic at tfie University of Rfiode Island in
co-operation witfi tfie Goetfie Institute Boston.
German will be the sole language of communication. and German
life and culture the heart of this six week residency program of
intensive language study.
You rr.ay earn up ~o nine undergraduate or graduate credits .while
living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus:· just
minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent beaches and historic summer colonies.
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to learn or
improve his or her German - from business people and travel~rs.
to students planning work or study abroad. To accommodate
professionals with limited time. it is possible to enroll in the
program for either three or six weeks. Take advantage of this rare
opportunity to participate in this total German Language
experience.

The New Bose Creclft Plan.
Ask your representative for details.

..........

For df'tails: Dr. John Grandin
Dr. Otto Dornberg. Co-Directors
Department of Languages
~
University of Rhode Island
......_...._._.
-.,
Kingston , RI 02881 14011792-5911

,,....,.

~0 0

D-~~-.

CO\/llred by patent nghts issued and /or pending
©Copyriphl 1985 Bose Corporation. All rights reserved

•

Bose Direct/Reflecting• Speaker Systems.

F.....oco-_,._,..._,...O"'"_,._,..,,..~.,,.._,.-oo-..0"'"..0"'"..0"'"~...oo-~~--c
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UNHAT
DAYTONA BEACH "86"
Don't be left home in the cold,
spend Spring Break in the sun, sand and surf
on the World's Largest Beach with
students from over 125 other
colleges and universities.

§

8 •Round trip transportation to
8
Daytona Beach via modern
~ Highway Motorcoaches.
8ft
Sg

S
S
S
sS

•Seven night accommodation at a huge
first-rate beach hotel.
•All of our hotels are all oceanfront,
located directly on the beach, have
both pool deck and indoor bars, large
pools, restaurants, and air conditioned
rooms with color T. V. 's.
•Optional one day excursions to Disney
World, Epcot Center, deep sea fishing,

.
I

.§

I§

o1h°'

activities including our pool deck
party.
•Discounts with Daytona merchants
and night clubs, featuring the all
new, ultimate, video dance club,
"701 South,"
•A rock concert
the infamous
college exposition.
•Consumer promotion by companies
like Budweiser, Miller, Coke, Pepsi,
to name just a few. You won't see

'"'"';A QUALITY T~;·;;;;~~';;;hotel<
For more information call
862-4389 or 868-9715
Ask for Jay

R
K

Friday Feb. 7, showtimes: 8:00 & 10:00

§
§
Ss
S

IK

9

1K

I

I
I

•

;ooocoooocoaaacoaaaoocooocooooaoocooooaooocao

in the UNH MUB.PUB

sS

§§§

a~d

MUSO presents

48 HOURS
AND
TRADING PLACES

•A fantastic schedule of Pool Deck

A GOLDEN WEEK OF ENJOYMENT
NO HIDDEN COSTS LIKE MOST TRIPS

K
I

8S

FROM:
$199.00
DON'T PASS UP A DEAL
LIKETHIB!

§§§

Ks
ll

§
I§
.§

Students: $2.00
Nonstudents: $4.00
Must be 18/UNH l.D. &
pos l.D. required

~
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WATCH FOB...~...:=::::::J." Small businesses get advice

lW:k~
..,. .. Friday afternoons
in the MUB PUB

Starting February-14th from ~t-7

pm

this week. ...

THE BOSTON
COMEDY CO.
w/ special afternoon food prices
cover

1.50 students
2.50 non-students

oHsterfra/triver
seafood
µ · , """"'wr
'•1p«i41.i,

TNJ.tlurlua. U1·1rn

take-ou.t ·&
fish market.. ~

By Amy Van Der Bosch
Acco~ding to Lraig Seymour, however, are moving shortly
Academic advising is not the state dtrector of NHSBDC in to Manchester to enable better
only guidance that takes place May 1985 over 350 people contact with surrounding SBDC
at UNH. The Small Business attended the programs offered centers. As the SBDC has
Development Center (SBDC), by the SBDC. Sweet explained shown, with the propef consellocated on the ground floor of that the figure is now close to ling and the proper training,
McConnell Hall, also offers 500, and rising. The system has .a beginning small business can
assistance to individuals.
been successful up to date
be a success.
The SBDC, which was created accomplishing the goals they
The SBDC is funded by grants
in May 1984, provides help on had set before them.
from federal and state agencies,
a w.alk-in, no charge basis in
The SBDC has business cen- contributions from small bussuch areas as general business ters located in Durham, Keene, iness owners who have used the
planning, ne'W. venture devel- Manchester and Plymouth with services, and receipts from the
opment, budget and control headquarters currently based sale of research publications.
systems, cash flow analysis, at UNH. The headquarters. their services are free.
strategic planning, production
techniques, market research,
advertising and promotion, loan
packaging, manpower planning_
(continued from page l)
exporting and computer usage.
Basically, it helps individuals invttrng members to speak majors may benefit the most,"
manage their business.
about various businesses.
he said. "Artists and creative
Michele Sweet, a counselor
Triglione is also working on minds get terrific ideas. They
of the SBDC for the seacoast the production of a "Student should not think they are not
area whose office is located in Yellow Pages." This will be a qualified."
Durham, explained that SBDC directorv of UNH student ' s
The Association's first organclassifies a small business as one business advertisements, which izational meeting will be on
holding 499 employees or less.
will be circulated in the Durham Monday, Feb. 10 at 7: 15 p.m.
support of in the Sullivan Room of the

----ENTERPRISE---

. ~ :;~~ff[rJ~r:::::sed the fact

~(\~
~~

't..P

,,~~_,

•fresh fish

•haddock

ATTENTION

•scrod

STUDENTS
NEW from our GRILL

AND

•sole

... Bring back the taste of
summer...

PERSONNEL

:e steamers

GRILLED SWORDFISH SANDWICH

30 Days
for
$30! !!

with fries

•m~ssels

·•five lobster
.•andmuch
morel

$2.99 plus tax

AS WEI.L AS ALL OF
YOUR DEEP-FRIED
FAVORITES

yes ... we are now open
'til 9:30 p.m. Thurs.,
Fri., Sat.

(with this ad & UNH
I.D.)

Tanique Inc.
80 Vaughan Mall
Portsmouth, NH
431-7047

tha~

~Yiie~p~~~le~~Yr'. si:;~kb~

the Enterprise Associa~ion / speaking. Sanders is .a n attorney
is for all students, not JUSt in Portsmouth, a member of the
business majors. "Non-business UNH Board of Trustees, and
a successful entrepreneur. This
meeting is open to all students.
People wanting to sign up on
the association 's mailing list
can stop .by the Job Board at any
time.

WINTER
BIKE SALE

(~
Trek Touring Bike
Reg. $890
Sale $730
Nishiki Sport
Reg. $235
Sale $195
,
Nishiki Cust Spt.
Sale $199
· Reg. $280
Trek 400
Reg. $320
Sale $295
Nishiki Sebring
Reg. $235

Sale $195

-M.HOCKEY(continued from page 23)
we are holding it and looking
to make a positive play."
"We are hoping to be at least
a .500 team the rest of the way,
and still stay confident. In the
playoffs we will be an underdog
team, and we're hoping it will
all come together when it
counts," said Brown.
Captain Herms also looked
at the positive over ~he series.
"Northern Michigan is a much
stronger team than Maine. At
this stage we are starting to set
down the forechecks. There still
is time this season to get better.
The important thing is not to
get down. With the amount of
losses this season (23) confidence begins to disintegrate. We
must protect against that."

Sale Ends Feb. 15

-M.TRACK-

Durham Bike

(continued from page 23)
of 2:33.05. This season has been
quite rewarding for Mortimer.
Injuries have held him back in
the last few years, but now he
is able to compete at full
strength. This is by far the best
indoor campaign of his career.
When asked about the overall
view of the team, head coach
Jim Boulanger was very optimistic. "Our team has been doing
well all season, and I feel we did
well on Friday. The competition
we have to face is of a high
caliber, but this should bring
out the best in us."
Boulanger also praised his
team's work ethic. "We all know
what we have to do. Each one
of our athletes in this program
knows that I can do only so much
for them, and the rest they have
to do themselves. They have
responded very well. We are
having a very good season."
Next on the agenda for the
men is a trip back to Orono,
Maine to compete in the Eastern
Regional Championships. Nineteen members will be m.aking
the trip. McCabe is very anxious
for this one. 'Tm really up for
this meet after my good showing
last year. I feel I can do well in
both of my events."

M-F 9-5

Sat. 9-12
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$2.95 for each ~f the
8 different
Luncheon Specials
Meet our new chef
Directly from Peking

~

p

1

,J
p...

l/.t,/" (.J/

Lunch 11:30 am-2 pm Tues.-Fri.
Dinner 5 pm-9 pm Tues.-Sun.

Cocktails available
For Take Ovt CALL.868-1221

.

Chinese Restaurant
54 Main St., Durham

, "SHOW THEM YOU CARE!"
¥

•

~ Goodie Packages

¥

• .¥

."Special Valentines Day Package." Show someone
you care with special valentine cookies delivered
anywheFe on campus (including fraternities &
sororities)..Order by Feb. 10th deliveries-Feb. 13th
& 14th minimum order 2 doz. $2.95/doz.
Q: What heads south for the
winter without leaving
Portsmouth?
A: Our Prices 1·

MACRO WORLD'S
SALE OF MONSTROUS
PAOPOATIONS

The Search for Housing
The continuing adventures
of Riell and Jane

(SAVINGS UP TO 50% OA MORE)
CONTINUES THROUGH JAN. 31

see the personals

*****************~
~****************
IDEAL

~

t

A ·PARTME NT
~ FOR COUPLE
~

*~
~

~
;*
;
;

s

·---Package # 1 - - "Say It With A Cake" - (We print anything on a
delicious chocolatE! cake with chocolate icing.) $9.00
---Package #2 - - "Complete Goodie Package" (Includes a reusable
basket filled with apples, oranges, nuts, cheese &
crackers, a Granola bar and your choice q!People
Magazine or Sports Illustrated.) $7 .50
---Package # 3 - - "Chock Full Of Chips" (Chocolate chip cookies .at
$2/dozen. Minimum order: 3 dozen)
Deliveries made to anywhere on campus. Call the Goodies
Package (868-2483) in the MUB to place your order

E . M E S- T E

~

1 mile from campus
1 bedroom, eating-living
area, kitchen,
and laundry facilities
private entrance, off-street
parking
$250 call 868-2374

~

1

*~
~

~

*~
;
;

.4(..***~~**************-****-~-~******

.·\\

THE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS

Scholarships for
Medical Students
Medical school costs

are rising every day·. They're
climbing faster than many students can handle without
the right kind of financial help. If you're a medical
student, the Air Force may have the best answer for
you. We offer an excellent scholarship program that
can eqse the financial strain of medical or osteopathy
schooti and allow you to concentrate on your studies.
Participation is based on competitive selection. Let the
Air Force make an investment in your professional
future. For more information contact:
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: MSgt. Wayne C. ·.
Wood, USAF Health Professions Recruiting Bldg. 23, Room
110, Pease AFB, NH 03803. (603) 431-2060

A great way of life.

Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka,
India, Egypt, Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 d.ay voyages sail in February
· and September offering 12-15 transferable hours of credit from more than 60 voyagerelated courses.
The S.S. Universe is an American-built oceanliner, registered in Liberia. Semester
at Sea admits students without regard of color, race, or creed.
For details call toll free (800) 854-0195
or write

Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education
University of Pittsburg, 2E Forbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 ·
Semester at Sea Presentation & Information Session!
Thurs. Feb. 6 Smith Hall Lounge 7 p.m.
Final Presentation This Year·
·
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Editorial
STV N: A gold en oppo rtun ity
The Student Television Network has
been raked over the coals quite a bit lately.
Last year, STVN ran into trouble with the
student senate when its concept came up
for renewal, and the whole matter was
referred to a subcommitte e in an effort to
resolve the issue. In short, many senators,
and others, questioned whether STVN
justified its consumption of student funds.
~tudents at large might be justified in
wondering what the fuss is all about. Many
will have heard references to the organization, by word of mouth or through the
pages of this newspaper, but a much smaller
number will have seen any actual evidence
of the existence of STVN. Some senators
alleged that STVN is nothing more than
a video club serving the whims ·of its
membership but providing next to nothing
in the way of a service to the students who
fund it. This appraisal is harsh, but none
the less understandable.
. STVN operates from a tiny room in the
basement of the MUB from which shows
are channeled to a single television set in
the Seacoast Lounge upstairs. The only other
outlet for full-length STVN-prod uced
shows is on a local cable network. Consequently, very few students regularly get
to see STVN. The network's problems stem.
from a combination of technical limitations
and a lack of aggressive developmen t on
the part of its membership.
In spite of these limitations, the current
membership has made admirable efforts
to bring STVN to the students. Officers

South Africa
To the Editor:
In his article "In search of
Democracy" Rick Kohn reminds
us, "This is a pluralistic society
where tolerance to different views
exists and different means of
expressing those views are available." Mr. Kohn seems to have
missed his own point; for one such
"different means" of expressipn
is the editorial, of which Edmund
Mander has made proper use .
"Kohn's suggestions that Mander
write for Pravda hardly argues for
"tolerance" in this pluralistic so. ciety. Moreover, the two instances
of "censorship" which Kohn alleges
to have been subject to seem to have
had more to do with improperly
submitted material than with The
New Hampshire's policy on apartheid.
Most aggravating, however, is
that throughout his article and in
his demonstrations as well, Kohn
depicts himself as the voice of the
campus, assuming the responsibility
of speaking for me, and the campus
at large, with the pointed exception
of Edmund Mander. It should be
remembered that one of the basic
tenets of Democracy, a cause Kohn
claims to support, is that the
represented enjoy the priviledge
of selection of both their opinions
and leaders. To date there has been
no vote nor poll taken and therefore
no one can claim to champion the
campuses wishes.
Both Mander and Kohn use the
example of Jerry Falwell to sell their
points. Falwell employs "God's
will" to the benefit of his "Moral

have also toured the dormitories to show
videos on lounge television sets in an effort
to bypass the limited broadcasting capability, and reach the campus student
population (a time consuming and often
thankless task). In addition to this, some
of the station'.s sports coverage is regularly
aired on Channel 11.
Part of the conflict w.ith the senate was
simply ·a matter of communicatio n. STVN
paid much more attention to the production
of its programs than it did on public
relations, with the result that many people
continued to be unaware of the amount of
work that is done in that miniscule studio.
But a major problem lies with a lack of
development . Past and current members
have shown remarkably little imagination
in terms of expanding STVN. Until
recently, no proposals were put forth on
broadcasting STVN programs out to the
dormitories, or providing better coverage
of University events. While other organizations have grown in order to better serve
the University community, STVN has just
marked time.
Things were looking so bleak recently
that some student officials proposed
dissolving the organization altogether.
Fortunately, the subcommittee charged with
examining STVN adopted a more positive
approach, and drew a series of recommendations to be incorporated in STVN's
concept. One of the subcommitte e's most
significant suggesti°-~~ -~al_ls upo~STV~' s

Majority," and labels all those who
disagree as sinners. Similarly, Kohn
simplistically employs "morality"
as the reasons for his actions, and
labels all his detractors as ultraconservative. The "morality" of
divestment is not at all clear. While
the leaders of the Blacks who are
most familiar to us advocate divestment, many others do not. They
claim that those hardest hit will
be the under privileged, those very
people whom Kohn wishes to help.
The ability of one foreign power
to influence another through economic channels is never very great,
particularly when attempting to
influence political or social conditions in a country. Recent examples include the economic sanctions
imposed against Nicaragua, Iran,
and the 1980 Soviet grain embargo.
Even if divestment should bring
about the sudden collapse of the
Botha Government the majority
likely face a long and bloody struggle
toward political evolution. The
recent history o.f Zimbawe attests
to this. Already the Hondo and Zulu
tribes are posturing for power.
In the final analysis I would agree
that we should, as a nation, divest.
This we should do to serve our vital
national interest and not, as Mr.
Kohn suggests , to placate an arrogant and ethnocentric idea that
we know what is best for the people
of South Africa. The United States
must put some distance between
itself and the racist minority regime
for its own sake, but exactly what
benefit divestment will offer non_whites in South Africa is not nearly
so tangible.
James Elder

current leadership to produce a development blueprint with the ultimate object
of extending broadcasting to the dormitories.
The success of television as a popular
medium has already been proved, and there
is little reason to doubt the viability of a
student-run television service at UNH.
STVN could cover all the issues and events
currently recorded in this newspaper. This
developmen t would likely be expensive,
and certainly will not be achieved overnight,
or even in one year. But it is a plan which
deserves development.
The student senate should give ,c:. TVN
one more opportunity to prove its potential.
If senators abolish the organizatici( this
year, they will have let the chance slip by,
and will be judged accordingly by their
successors. It is hard to imagine, after all,
that a student television network will not
play a prominent role in University life
10 or so years from now.
For its part, STVN's leaders should, if
given the senate's blessing, grasp this
exciting opportunity and develop a detailed
proposal showing how their organization
could be expanded to serve the campus
community. They have already indicated
an interest in doing so.
If, by the time concepts come around next
year, the television network has not put
this breathing space to good use, then they
will deserve to be laid to rest by what will
no doubt be an angry and disappointe d
senate. That would be a great shame.

3!!" Eat well and treat yourself with
kindness, you may give your good
' health to someone!!
To the Editor:
Make it possible for our "LovemAs the time draws near for your
obile" to leave campus with your
Durham Red Cross Valentine blood
many love missiles for Valentine's
Day.
drive, I want you to know about two
of our terrific friends who are
In addition, the "Hug Booth" is
helping to recruit donors and
back with Phi Kappa Theta!!
planning surprises for all:
Jarry Stearns
Staurt Shaines Inc., noted for its
Red Cross Blood Chairman
fashions, is assistin.g with the
Valentine promotion and made
contact with radio station WERZ107 in Exeter for their cooperation
also. Shaines, in conjunction with
the Durham store, is getting together a fashion show which will feature
your peers and WERZ will be at
EDMUND MANDER, Editor-in-Chief
the site on Tuesday, February 11th.
MARIANNE STEEN, Managing Editor
JON KINSON, Managing Editor
These two community orientated
MARGARET CONSALVI, News Editor
W. GLENN STEVENS, News Editor
be
can
this
that
know
supporters
JON EKSTROM, Features Editor
STEVE LANGEVIN, Sports Editor
a difficult time for the Red Cross
RONIT LARONE, Photo Editor
CINDY RICH, Photo Editor
and are hoping to make this drive
on Monday, February 10th through
MARY FISCHER, Business Manager
Friday, February 14th, a very special
CARRIE F. KEATING, Advertising Manager
one.
Ruth Stearns
Cynthya Cumings
Advertising Associates Andrea Koch
From 10 am to 3 pm each day at
Robin Stieff
Bo Fuller
Stephanie Norton
Rich Wallace
Gary Stoncius
Dave Gibbons
Lisa Sinatra
Jackie Michaud
the MUB we need regular and new
Paul Tolme
Gregg Goostray
Jill Vranicar
Circulation Manager
Chris Urick
Chris Heisenbeg
Photographers
Dianna Witham
donors to help us overcome winter
Amy Van Der Gosch
Gail Hendrickson
Julie Cross
Copy Readers
AmiWa1sh
Hightower
Jennifer
"bugs."
Haynes
Suzie
many
its
Bart Griffin
weather with
Sherri L. White
John W. Hurney
Joan Howard
Andrea Holbrook
Technical Supervisors
Matt Jasper
Our standards are high to protect
San1ay Jain
Ged Olson
Susan Bowen
Kathy Johnson
Scott Jones
Lisa Sinatra
both donor and recipient, our
Jamie McDermott
Rick Kampersal
Tim Leavy
Ka ren Willet
Typists
Lisa Karacostas
Production Assistants
Editorial Assistant
nursing staff are Red Cross proNoreen Cremin
Carrie Keating
Daniel McKelvey
Jen Brainard
Lyena Hayes
Sarah Keith
Joanne Marino
Forum Editor
fessionals and our regulations are
Christine Head
Matt Kfoury
Stall Reporters
Peter Katz
Laurie Mainella
Kinson
Jon
of
Bryan Alexander
Fashion Editor
set by the National Institute
Maria Sillari
Michele Kirschbaum
Ed Garland
Mic hele Valway
Lisa Sinatra
Mary Beth Lapin
Health. Our needles are sterile and
Jessica Wilson
News Brief Editor
Lori Stubbs
Cathy McCarron
Reporters
Andrea Holbrook
used only for one donation; once
Tremblay
Pauline
McCarthy
Beth
Arsenault
Robert
Graphic Manager
J. Mellow
Alan Adelman
Deborah Bellavance
have
We
destroyed.
are
they
used
Mark Micciche
Bryan Alexander
G raphlc Assistants
··Joseph Moreau
Julie Barker
Caroline Bates
screening for many, many illnesses
Sue Mudgett
Audrey Breslau
Cara Sonia
Dave Olson
Marc Carroll
Stepha nie Brooks
which prevent donating and further
Candy Peterson
Jim Church
Peter Crocker
Erika Randmere
testing in the laboratory to produce
Charlene Cloney
Sandy Curtis
Jocelyn RitchOI
Conmarre
Carol
Jason Gaillard
the safest product possible.
Tom Rooney
Nancy Craig
Ma rk Goulart
Marla Smith
Patricia Crawford
Fiona Jameson
Please, we need you, so "Button
up your overcoat when the wind
blows free-and try to get to bed by

Blood Drive

Write letters
to your
newspa per

The New Hampshire
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University Forum
Lessons from Bhopal
Last Tuesday. the author examine~ whose actions
.
were respon.rtble for the Bhopal acctdent:
In the aftermath of the Bhopal gas dt~aster, sttll
another .le~s.on..h_as become _cle~r - that corporate
respons1btltty ts not a p~mc1ple _deeply hel~ by
the t?P management of Urnon Carbide Corporat10n.
~uru~g the past year~ UCC .has resorted to ~n
mg~rnous array of .Pu~lIC relattons and leg~l tact~cs
which seek to 11m1t and dela-y the f mancial ·
compensation which it must pay to disaster victims
and survivors in Bhopal. Soon after the gas leak
had occurred, Warren Anderson, UCC's board
chairman, stated, "I can say that I am confident
that the victims can be fairly and equitably
compensated without a material adverse effect on
the financial condition of Union Carbide Corporation." Although reassuring on the surface, this
statement raises a perplexing issue. How could
UCC compensate thousands of survivors and tens
of thousands of injured victims "fairly and equitably"
without severely straining its financial condition
and even depleting its substantial net worth?
The answer seems to be that Mr. Anderson and
his fellow executives do not intend to pay more
than a pittance to the people of Bhopal. Union
Carbide reportedly offered $100 million to the Indian
government last spring as legal settlement for all
Bhopal-related claims. This sum has been dismissed
by Mr. Asoke Sen, the Indian justice minister, as
a "fleabag offer." This dismissal was not surprising
since UCC's offer was reportedly computed using
figures of $12,000 per fatality and $45 per nonserious injury.
Although UCC has declined to confirm the size
of its initial compensation offer, a corporate .
spokesman has argued,
"Our offer ranks with or exceeds all applicable
standards both in India and the United States. A
$100 million settlement ... would be enough to pay
heirs of each descendant the equivalent of more
than 100 years of annual income, and each of the
reported serious injuries approximately 20 years'
annual income in Bhopal .(Wall Street Journal, 20
June 85)."
Reduced to its essence, this economic argument
claims that the individual slumdwellers who perished
or suffered injuries in Bhopal deserve minimal
compensation since their prospective future earnings
were low in any event. Ironically, this line of
argument justifies corporate and government
practices which tend to perpetuate poverty by
subjecting the poor to hazardous and debilitating
conditions.

A

parttwo

.

Another legal claim by Union Carbide has been
that damage suits resulting from the MIC gas leak
should be heard in the Indian, not the U.S., court
systems. Last August, attorneys representing UCC
requested that all suits filed in U.S. federal court
be dismissed since key evidence is located in India
and since a U.S. trial would supposedly "seriously
prejudice" the ability of Union Carbide to defend
itself. Given the enormous financial and administrative resources of a multinational business like
Union Carbide, this allegation lacks credibility.

India
A more likely reason for UCC's dismissal motion
was that an Indian trial could severely limit and
indefinitely delay any damage awards paid to Bhopal
victims by the corporation. In the first place, Indian
law does not currently provide for punitive damages
or awards for pain and suffering. Furthermore,
the Indian judicial system places severe obstacles
in the path of damage claims, including nonrefundable filing fees up to 5 percent of total damages
sought and lawyers' fees paid in advance. To put
it mildly, the poor of Bhopal would have a difficult
time raising the up-front money required to pursue
suits against Union Carbide in Indian courts. Finally,
beneath the supreme court level, India's court system
is close to breaking down, with a backlog of a million
cases. Hence, Bhopal-related damage suits would
not be heard by Indian judges for years, if ever.
On the public relations front, UCC has also taken
the offensive to avoid "corporate responsibility"
for what happened in Bhopal. Last March, board
chairman Anderson admitted that safety conditions
had been so poor at UCIL's Bhopal facility that
it "shouldn't have been operating" at the time of
the accident. He went on to deny that the U.S. parent
corporation bore any responsibility, however,
arguing that plant safety "is the responsibility of
the people who operate our plants." This claim
ignores that Union Carbide Corp. holds a majority
shareholder interest in UCIL. It also forgets that

By Richard W. England
Union Carbide Corp. had imposed a pa~~!cular
technology on its Indian subsidiary and wasresponsible for providing safety audits in Bhopal.
Shifting responsibility for the accident to its Indian
subsidiary has not been the only public relations
tactic employed by UCC, however. An internal
investigation by the U.S. parent company suggested
that the accident occurred because a large quantity
of water entered an MIC storage tank and then
touched off a chemical chain reaction. Carbide's
accident report alleged .that the water could have
been put into the tank either "inadvei;tently or
deliberately," thereby hinting at the possibility
of sabotage. More recently, Mr. Bud Holman, one
of Carbide's defense attorneys, contended, "We
have all but ruled out everything but sabotage."
This allegation would, if true, help to absolve
Union Carbide of moral and legal responsibility
for the Bhopal disaster. However, the corporation
has not provided any direct evidence of sabotage.
A 12-member international trade union commission
ruled out sabotage and found that unsafe plant
design, dangerous operating procedures, lack of
proper equipment maintencance and staffing cuts
are sufficient to explain last December's catastrophe.
It is reasonable to conclude, then, that Union
Carbide's allegation of sabotage is the "product
of a runaway imagination," as an attorney for the
Indian government has aptly observed.
Since the accident, Union Carbide has been a
focus of popular resentment in Bhopal. In a feat
of understatement, journalist Barry Kramer has
reported, "It's no surprise that Union Carbide Corp.
has image problems in Bhopal," particularly because
of its denials of accident responsibility and failure
to provide substantial emergency relief to gas-leak
victims. Munni Bai, a resident of Bhopal's slums
· whose daughter was killed by the MIC leak, has ·
said more pointedly. "Those company wallahs
(operatives) aren't treating our children. They should
die as our children died." Feelings as intense as
these are perfectly understandable, given the
enormity of the tragedy which struck Bhopal a year
ago. Is it unreasonable, then, that the victims of
that catastrophe should ask for damages "in an
amount sufficient to deter Union Carbide and any
other multinational corporation from the willful,
malicious and wanton disregard of the rights and
safety of the citizens of those countries in which
they do business?"
Sources are available from the author who reaches
economics at the Whittemore School.

·Modern Trinity

It was dark and clammy-the deepest
part of the night-when I received the
phone call. The shrill wailing of the
telephone yanked me from uneasy
dreams. Wrenching my heavy eyelids
open I lumbered out of bed to blow up
the phone. I picked up the receiver and
mumbled, "Yeah, Bernstein here.
Whaddya want?" A low, scratchy voice
met my ear. It was Strep Throat, my
informer. He'd arranged a clandestine
interview with one of the bigwigs
behind that mysterious entity, The
Federal Deficit.
At last! This was the break I'd been
praying for. But why, oh why, did it
have to come at 3 a.m.? Little did I
know, I was about to discover the truth
behind this question and ,many others.
I, a naive rookie reporter, was about
to learn that the truth is always stranger
than fiction. Scrambling into a shabby .
suit and an ancient frock coat, I hurried
off to meet my informer, my interviewee and maybe, my destiny. ·
Strep Throat, as usual, had chosen
an empty lot of questionable repute
as the site for our rendezvous. I shuffled
through the thick layer of ashes and
crushed aluminum cans, shivering as
the January wind bit through my thin
coat. Just as I began to wonder whether
it wouldn't have been a good idea to
bring my Patriots' scarf, I spied a gaunt,
familiar figure leaning against the
single crooked lamppost. Strep. Trying
to contain my excitement, I strode
casually forward.

As I drew closer, I noticed a faint,
oddly shaped shadow hovering over
Strep's head. At first I thought it merely
a reflection of the lamp bulb on its thin
metal post, but as I watched it seemed
to take on an eerily human form. My
informant appeared to be either unaware or unconcerned about the shadow, so I stepped forward and shook
his frail outstretched hand. "Greetings,"
I said. "We meet again," said he. "When
does our interviewee arrive?" I asked.
Strep looked puzzled. "They are already
here," he said matter-of-factly. He
turned, and with a slight" bow, said,
"Allow me to introduce the honorable
Ghosts of Deficit Past, Present, and
Future, respectively." I followed the
motion of his vague gesture and saw

By Sonia Schmitt

that the single shadow had become
three, each wavering slightly in the
midst. The three ghosts appeared now
as men, each slippery and somewhat
transparent, as though they were not
men but reflection of men seen in a
pool of rainwater.
The ghost on the far left drifted
forward and made an eloquent gesture
with one widened hand. At once, the
scene of the vacant lot vanished, and
fleeting figures of men dead filled my
vision. I recognized Roosevelt's face
among them, then turned to listen to
the ghost's resounding words. "I am
the Ghost of Deficit Past," he said, "and
here you see all the culprits behind past
deficits. They are trapped here, condemned to spend eternity, with no

money to spend." Cries -of anguish filled
the air, and I longed to return to the
prosperous present.
A cold breath of wind told me that
I had returned to the grimy lot, but I
could see only a thick grey mist. A new,
younger phantomly voice began to
speak, "I am the Ghost of the Deficit
Present. I am hidden from view, yet
I work my evils on the economy in
secret." At this I trembled, thinking
of my new bed at the dorm and how
loathe I would be to lose it. The Ghost's
voice rang out clear and chilling. "The
public may forget, but a ghost does not.
I will bide my time."
Now I shivered in anticipation of
what was to come. The spirit's voice
was no more than a whisper, but it
hinted at hardship and despair. "You
know all the well my name," said the
third ghost. "I am the ghost of all that
you fear but are powerless to prevent.
Your own lies may deceive you, but I
am not to be fooled by the media. Work
hard and work quickly for you may
already have placed your own demise
into office." With that the mist vanished, and I found myself standing,
shaken, in the vacant lot full of ashes
and tin cans. The ghosts were gone;
the Strep Throat stood facing me in
the bitter night air. "What do I do
now?" I asked. He peered at me through
tired eyes. "It's up to you now," he said.
Sonia Schmitt is a columnist for The New
Hampshire.
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The Strafford House
· and
The Strafford Manor

HELLO UNHI
Accommodations
Wet Fun is the Seacoast's newest,
most complete, and most active_
WINDSURFING and SCUBA_stQre/school.

Spring Break Trips:
Windsurfing in Florida
Scuba in Grand Canyon
Call for details

Single and double occupancy rooms
Two bedroom apartments
- Electric heat with individual thermostats
Wall to wall carpeting
All rooms completely furnished
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room/apartment
Telephone and television jacks
Parking available
Laundromat
Lounge Area
Year-round patio ·
The Strafford House and The Strafford Manor are
located in the heart of Durham NH with all the facilities
of the University of New Hampshire within walking
distance.

Rental Office at
The
Strafford House
868-2192
14 Strafford Ave.
Durham, N.H.
Office hours
9-4, M-F

165 Deer St., Portsmo~-th
430-8626

MA~ ~~ C :E:E::E::E::
·Tickets:
-Students·$5.00

non-stUd0rlts ·sa.oo

Muso presents in
the UNH MUB PUB!!
·"Thursday Feb. 6th

.

Doors .open at
8:00 pm .
UNH & Pos. age 1.D. required ..

Advance ticket sales in the MUB Ticket office ON SALE NOWI I
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The Acting Co.' s avant- garde
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You Like It''

By Cathy McCarron
Picture Rosalind in a flapperera, full length coat, her uncle,
Duke Frederick, in peg pants
anJ a derby, and her father as
a black Jamaican, clad in genie
clothes and you have The Acting
Company's off-beat rendition
of William Shakespeare's
comedy "As You Like It."
Because of its unique staging,
Friday night's sold out performance at the Johnson Theater
managed to sever all time barriers enabling this fourhundred-year-old play to maintain its universal appeal.
The Acting Company,
founded by John Houseman,
celebrates its tenth anniversary
as the nation's touring theater
company with its unique version
of "As You Like It."
A charming play involving
love entanglement, mishaps,
and brotherly quarrels, "As You
Like It" delights audiences with
its lighthearted satire.
Director Mervin Willis has
successfully created a convincing
move from the real to the
surreal using drab, grey backdrops behind branches stuffed
in garbage bags to represent the
staid, courtly realm and places
bold, as well as motley-colored
beach umbrellas and vibrant
lighting for the mischevious
Arden Forest.
The plot contains Duke Frederick's (Phil Mayor) banishing
his brother Duke Senior (Kevin
Jackson) who seeks refuge in
The Forest of Arden. Rosalind

-

Philip Goodwin as the melancholy philosopher Jaques in The Acting Company's original production of Shakespeare's
"As You Like.It." (Ken Howard photo)
'
(Susan Finch), Duke Senior's the part of the hearty Celia with head over heels for Rosalind. Orlando, how to "woo." Rosa- ·
daughter has been shunned as great warmth and spirit, bring- The energetic, lithe Susan Finch lind is bold and brassy and
well. She and her cousin Celia ing out the depth of the two (Rosalind) is a convincing ~dvises Phebe, an overweight
(Laura Brutsman), Duke Fred- women's friendship.
matchmaker as she offers prac- peasant shepherdess, to "sell
erick's daughter, disguise themMichael McKenzie has per- tical advice to the lovetorn. when you can, for you are not
selves as peasants as they too fected the role of the naive, love- Under the guise of a boy, Roenter the forest. Brutsman plays sick Orlando, who has fallen. salind even teaches her love,
~

'oe
'"Vragonsbane,, provid es· fluHy fantas y Higgs,
.......
sweet
:( ..
triump h
Dragonsbane
By Barbara·Hambly
Ballantine Books

By Andrea Holbrook

cJ

Jenny Waynest, they find the
Court in disruption.
A sorceress with awesome
powers, Zyerne, has the King
and his court under her spell,
corrupting aU she comes in
contact with.

In order to save the kingdom
Lord John Avers in is the only
living Dragonsbane, the only Aversin, Gareth, and Jenny must
man living who has slain a slay the Black Dragon Morkeleb,
or must they?
dragon.
·
A versin is also not at all what
Barbara Hambly has written
Gareth, a messenger from the a fluffy, yet fascinating bit of
court of Yflerdun, expected fantasy with Dragonsbane. The
when he journeyed to the Win- book makes no pretentions
terlands seeking A versin' s aid about being written simply for
in slaying the black dragon.
entertainment.
: Morkeleb the Black Dragon
The characters are exciting
•has captured the Deep of Yland
multi-dimensional, growing
ferdun. The dragon has slain
all the knights sent out to meet and changing throughout the
him. Aversin is the land's only book, revealing themselves in
hope and has agreed to slay un~xpected ways.
Morkeleb in exchange for help
Jenny Waynest is the most
interesting character of all. Like
for the Winterlands.
Gareth, who has studied all the modern day career woman,
the dragon-related ballads, ex- she must make a choice between
pects a tall man in gleaming her magic, which demands total
mail going forth to slay the attention and Aversin and their
dragon with nothing but a sons.
sword. Instead he finds A versin,
The decision Jenny finally
short, shaggy, wearing eye- makes, the reasons why, and
glasses, and kneedeep in the how she follows through, is
what makes Dragonsbane more
muck of a pigsty.
A versin did not kill his drag- than just another fantasy novel:
on with a sword either, he went dealing with some very human
out with an axe and poisoned choices.
spears.
As Jenny concludes when all
But Morkeleb the Black Drag- is said _a nd done, "We change
on is not the only evil in the what we touch," and that is why,
land. Upon Gareth's return to in the end, John Aversin is truly
court with A versin and his lover, Morkeleb' s bane.

.,

Joe Higgs
Triumph!
Alligator Records
By Jon Ekstrom
Before there was Bob Marley,'
Peter .Tosh or Bunny Livingston, perhaps even before reggae itself, there was Jo¢ Higgs,
the father of reggae. . '
The title mighcseem presumptuous, but given then you
have to consider that the three
afore-mentioned reggae greats
were a few of his student_s.
Higgs' singing, songwriting and
arranging are legendary, yet like
many of the great music patriarac h s, Higgs' musi_c has ~e~

"Dragonsbane" will provi~e fantasy and science-fiction readers
with a light-hearted, yet entertaining fluffy fantasy. (Cindy
TRIUMPH, page 16
Rich photo)
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Perfect Edge provides sharp new entertainment
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By Jessica Wilson
The members of the group
Perfect Edge have been friends
for a long time. Guitarist Liam
O'Malley remembers when they
were fifteen and wanted to start
a band but couldn ' t play any
instruments. "We used to put
on the Ramones, and thought
they were great."
Perfect Edge, a new pop-rock
band comprised mostly of UNH
students, is enjoying growing
popularity and a bright future.
This summer they will be cut- '
ting their first EP, and touring
the east coast.
During the past eight
months, Perfect Edge has played
in New Haven, Keene, and
Portland, and they made their
second appearance at The Stone
Church in Newmarket last
Thursday.
Most of their music is original, and very danceable, yet
with enough raucous guitar to
please most rockers.

"We're not in
it for the
money ...
I'm Serious!"

•

The group Perfect Edge recently played at Newmarket's own Stone Church where they turned in an enthusiastic performance
and talked about their upcoming plans.

The band's five members are
Eight months ago the five
all from Boston. Drummer Rick members left their respective
P., singer Stevie G., and bass bands and joined as Perfect
player Chris Hurley are pres- Edge, playing mostly originals
ently UNH students while Guit- spiced with Badfinger, Tommy
arists Liam O'Malley and Mike James, and Kinks Covers. The
Stirk still live in Boston and group credits Bob Dylan, The
travel to New Hampshire once Who and Elvis Costello with
a week for practice. During -the also having influenced their
summer, the band practiced style.
every day. It is less time than
O'Malley writes the songs,
the group has been used to, but "mostly about relationships,"
their talent hasn't faded.
and Rick "is the brain of the ·

group."
Perfect Edge will be opening
for "The Fools" at UNH on
February 14, and will be playing
in Montreal on March 21. On
their summer tour down the
coast, they will be pla-ying
Portland, Boston, Washington
D.C., Providence, and New York
_
Ch~
They will also be cutting their
first EP this summer in New
yor~_. "We'~e goin8_to shop it

tor d1stribut1on," said O'Malley.
"We're not in it for the money,
but for fun. I'm serious!"
Although confident, band
members were reluctant to
predict their future. "We'll just
take it as far as we can," said
O'Malley. "I jus-t want to play
the next gig and not look too
far ahead," said Hurley, "but
we're hot, red hot.",

-TRIUMPH(continued from page 15)

From the spongy, opening
guitar riffing that pulls you into
the opening, "Come a Little
Closer," to the raunchy and
powerful "Young and Wild,"
Higgs' grainy, evocative voice
exhorts, pleads and preaches
for love and forgiveness.
Higgs' effortless odes to
sweet desire and his smooth
(continued from page 15)
harmonizing on 'Tm Right
for all markets."
There" are deceptively easyFor in the Forest of Arden, suunding cuts, but there is an
even the lower classes engage underlying mastery present
in their own love struggles. throughout.
Speaking in bawdy prose, the
The band has to work to keep
likes of Phebe (Wendy Bren- up with Higgs at times, and
nan) and Silvius (Anthony despite some brief lame spotsPowell), her swooning courter, the background vocals on "It's
are greatly comic.
Goodbye" and some keyboard
The play's most interesting glitches on "Creation" -with a
characters surfaces from these little coaxing from Higgs, they
common people. Touchstone kick it into overdrive right
the fool (Terrence Caza) is suave where you want it.
and debonair, and far cleverer
On "Step by Step," Joe Higgs'
than many of the nobfes.
gospel pleading is as heady as
However, Brian Reddy as Sir sweet Jamaican ganja as he
Oliver Marxtet, stole the show pledges devotion to his true-love
with his portrayal of a bumbling woman.
priest gesticulating everywhere.
But for all Higgs' gospel
Excellent as well was Philip inflections, he's a devil in disGoodwin as the perpetually guise, you can never seem to
melancholy Jaques flawlessly trust him, tiis vocals promise
delivering his Seven Ages of sweet release but he hints at
Man speech.Jaques, the perenial something a bit less spiritual.
outsider, fittingly sits under an .' The co- mingling of sex and
umbrella in the corner of the spirituality are as much a part
stage. There he is sheltered from of reggae as its political cries.
the happiness he considers so "So It Go," is the album's
foolish and is free to voice his obvious political standout; an
glib comments concerning the atmospheric piece concerning
peas.ants' love affairs.
the ongoing struggle for indeBy the second act, the actors' pendence in the face of people
polished recitation of Shakes- struggling among themselvespearean dialogue lulled the "No man is an island, and only
audience into the palm of its the strong survive," -cliche yes,
collective hand.
but the amazing th!ng is that
The mesmerizing voice of the Higgs revives it with passion
swami-like Duke Senior also and originality.
added to the dreamy aura of The
The next time you think of
Forest of Arden.
reggae, do yourself a favor and
In the end, true to Shakespea- give Joe Higgs som~ justice.rean comedies, multiple mar- it would be a shame 1f a gemus
A detail from James Aponovich's oil on canvas, "Self-Portrait in Studio with Ana," one of riages occur, regal song and like this wasn't fully recognized
the works from the ongoing presentation of alumni art at the UNH Gallery. Also on display dance follow, and the Duke is until he, and the reggae era that
even given back his kingdom.
he inspired, passed on.
are collections pf 19th century prints. (Cindy Rich photo)

-THEATRE-
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Tweeter Is Pleased To Announce
What Is Clearly The Biggest Sale
In' Its 14 Year History.
It's time once again for Tweeter's famous Anniversary Sale. Our biggest sale of the year. The
biggest sale in c·Jr history. Your chance to get rock-bottom sale prices on New England's
best selection of top-quality stereo and video components. Don't be distracted by all
those other sales-they don't feature all the top brand names you see listed below. And
best of all, we guarantee you won't find the advertised products cheaper at a local, authorized dealer within 30 days of our sale-or we'll refund the difference.

Guaranteed Lowest Prices!
·vcRs

Speakers

Cassette Decks

car Stereo

Kenwood JL-540 three-way bookshelf speakers.
$119pr.
Boston Acoustics A40 II compact two-way
speakers. Terrific sounding small speakers. $129 pr.

Kenwood KX-644 dubbing cassette deck with

Boston Acoustics 704 four-inch dual-cone
$49 pr.
Yamaha YCS-400 four-inch dual-cone car
$49 pr.
speakers.
Alpine 6205 6x9-inch two-way car speakers.
$75 pr.
Yamaha YCS-600 6.5-inch two-way weatherized
$89 pr.
car speakers.
Kenwood KGC-4300 combination 7-band

Dolby '" noise reduction. Makes lii~h-speed c$149

.

Demon DRM-10 cassette deck with auto tape
$219
selector, Dolby C noise reduction.
Yamaha K-320S two-motor cassette deck with
Dolby B&C NR, scan, search .
$179
Yamaha K-420S cassette deck with Dolby B&C
NR, auto-reverse record & playback, search.
$199
Kenwood KX-790R auto-reverse cassette deck
with Dolby B&C NR.
$219
Nakamichi BX-100 professional quality cassette
deck with Dolby NR, soft-touch controls.
$269
Nakamichi BX-125 professional quality cassette
deck with Dolby B&C NR, soft-touch controls. $369

car speakers.

~~~~i'd ~ ~::~z: V(,~ ~
h

Boston Acoustics A60 II two-way bookshelf
$189tpr.
Bose VldeoMate miniature powered speakers~~~l:~Ye:~~ your stereo TV for full-range, ~i~ pr.

ADS 200CC high performance two-way enclosed
$229 pr.
speakers for home or caf.
Boston Acoustics A70 two-way speakers for
fl001 or shelf use.
$249 pr.
ADS 4 70 higti performance bookshelf speakers,.
$279 pr.
European-style cabinets.
Bose 301 II direct/reflecting bookshelf speakers
$299 pr.
with adjustable-angle tweeters.
ADS 300CC high performance two-way enclosed
speakers tor home or car.
$319 pr.
ADS·570 high performance two-way bookshelf
$389 pr.
speakers With European-style cabinets.
Sn~ll 'fypc J hand-tuned two-way bookshelf
oak cabinets. One of our favorite
$539 pr.
speaker models.
ADS 780 high performance three-way bookshelf
$569 pr.
speakers with European·style cabinets.
Bang & ,Olufscn RL-140 ultra·thin profile
~e~;~~ay speakers. Stunning contempora$
pr.

~akers with

599

Snell 'fypc E hand-tuned two-way floor-standing
speake~ with rear-firing super-tweeter, in oak cabinets. A,truly great speaker.
$799 pr.
Bose 901 Series V direct-reflecting speakers
with equalizer. Each cabinet contains 8 rear-facing
$999 pr.
speakers, 1 front-facing speaker.

Receivers
Kenwood KR-A20 digital stereo receiver with
$179
40 watts per channel.

Dcnon DRA-355 stereo receiver with variable loudness control, video switching, 38 watts
per channel.
.
$239
Kenwood KRA- 70 stereo receiver with digital
$279
tuner, 55 watts per channel.
Dcnon DRA-555 stereo receiver with tapeto-tape dubbing, video switching, 55 watts per
channel.
$359
Denon DRA-755 stereo receiver with video and
compact disc inputs, 75 watts per channel.
$469
Carver Receivcr-900 high-performance stereo
receiver with 90 watts per channel.
$579
Carver Receiver with state-of-the-art digital tuner,
aweSO/ne 130·w.att-per-channel amp.
$699
11

Separates"' .

$109

»~:¥"}.?.''""' /}'< """"... "/.
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~~;~;~~~he~~~~~~~~~;~~m~~~d, MTS de$14t

Televisions
NEC 2020 20-inch color TV monitor with flatsquare tube, MTS stereo sound system, wireless
$599
remote .

Proton 619A 19-inch color TV monitor with

'

:.&~ :z~"'~~~l.$¥~ ~ t

,:~~ -~-

*-

MTS stereo sound system, multiple inputs, wireless remote.
$699
NEC 2510 25-inch color TV monitor with MTS
stereo sound system, multiple inputs & outputs, wireless remote.
$729
NEC 2610 26-inch color TV monitor wrth flat·
square·tube, MTS stereo sound system, multiple
$799
inputs & outputs, wireless remote.

~... o~~~
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~~t=~N~~i~~~~~~~~tte receive,' wit~~~9

Proton 6255 high performance 25-inch color TV
monitor with MTS stereo sound, wireless remote. The
best 25-inch TV we 've seen.
$995

ADS P-80 "Power Plate" 40-wau·:per-channel amp.
$199
Yamaha YCR-150 cassette receiver with digital
$229
tuning, Dolby NR, auto-seek, auto-reverse.
ADS 300i high performance two-way flush -mount
speakers.
$229 pr.
ADS P-120 "Power Plate" 60-watt-per-channel
$249
amp.
Yamaha YCR-350 cassette receiver with digital
tuning, Dolby NR, auto-reverse, 18-watt-per-channel

~L

Main unit is install"d out of the w.ay. Price includes
installation.
$299

Kenwood KD-54 semi-automatic turntable with
Kenwood cartridge.
$89
Yamaha PF-20 high performance semi-automatic
turntable with low-mass tonearm.
$99
Yamaha PF-30 turntable. like PF-20 but fully
$119
automatic.

~f.;"-'.!'

~::::~

NEC 911 programmable 3-head VHS video rec01de:r
with still-frame, speed search, wireless remote. $399
NEC 912 programmable 3-head VHS video
recorder with MTS stereo sound, special effects,
$499
wireless· remote.
NEC 951 programmable VHS video rec01der with
''VHS Hi Fi" stereo sound, MTS decoder, cable-ready
tuner, wireless remote.
$699
Fisher 839 programmable 4-head VHS video

Yamaha YCS-690 6x9-inch two-way weathenzea
$119
car speakers.
ADS P-40 "Power Plate" 20-watt-per-channel amp.
$149
Yamaha YGA-618 5-band graphic equahzer/ 18·
$149
watt-per-channel amp combo.
Alpine 7163 cassette receiver with digital pushbutton tuning, auto-seek, auto-reverse.
$179

$269
amp.
Whistler "Spectrum" Remote radar detector.

Turntables

k

~~ii~t

Fisher 805 programmable VHS video rec01der with
cue, review, still-frame, wireless remote.
$349
Fisher 905 programmable VHS video recorder
with "HQ" video noise reduction, digital tuner,
$399
wireless remote.

graphic equalizer/ 15-watt-per-channel car amp.

Nakamichi RX-202 cassette deck with Dolby
B&C NR, r.obot-controlled auto-reverse .
$549
Nakamichi BX-300 three-head four-motor
cassette deck with Dolby B&C N!\,...d\lvanced
$649
transport.

speakers. Best-sellers.

Y,

>)<

,

"":-:

Audio Control "Octave" professional-quality
graphic equalizer.
$119
Carver M500T 251-watt-per-channel power amp.
Stronger than superman.
$449
Kenwood KA-BBOSD/KT-880 Combo
1.00-watt-per-channel amplifier and digital tuner
with 12-station pre-sets.
$489
.Carver TX-11 state-of-the-art digital·FM.
stereo tuner.
$519

Special Purchase

Z

<hN</d~ff>1t;!r ~ ,

Carver M200/TX-2/C2 Combination
120-watt-per-channel magnetic field power amp
high perf01mance digital tuner and preamp with '
$999
sonic holography circuit.

Bang & Olufscn RX OaniSh-desl9n fultyautomatic turntable with low-mass tonearm and B&O
$199
cartridge. '

Dcnon DP-37 semi-automatic direct-drive turnta-

$199

ble with servo-t•acer tonearm.

Bang & Olufscn 1800 fully automatic turntable
$249
with low-mass •onearm and B&O cartrid9e.

Accessories
Sony MDR-20 lightweight stereo headphones.
$17

Maxell XL-11 l'li<Jh performance, high-bias C-90
cas_sette tepes--case of 10.
$19.99

tuning, Dolby B&C NR, auto-reverse, 18-watts-per-

$329
channel.
Alpine 7272 cassette recc· ·e: with digital tuning,
_Dolby NR, 16-watt-per-channel amp, rligital clock.

$339
Nakamichi TD-300 digital cassette receiver with .
ad,anced transport, Dolby B&C.
$349
~,r~ock Pioneer Car Speakers-

Systems

NEC PJ4600 one-piece i:-•oie.:t·on color TV with
46·inch picture. wireless rll!mcte Tali.es UP \'er)' i1ttle
flo01 space
$2,295
Not

responstble

tor t •l"' ..." ::·., :." "'.: .:· · .." · $

~:~~=~!~Jn~~~iia~~~:~
~~-s4
direct-drive turntable with cartridge; KX-644 dub-

Some
~t~~~1~i~r ~~~JL~,e~~~:ai ~=-~\~~~i~k
$* .Quantities
Limited
~~~~=~:;e~"c~;;~~!Ji~c~h~~h~l:::;;:!an$~iCJ

Kenwood CD-646 System: KA-948125-watt-

CDPlayen
Fisher AD-813 compact disc player reproduces
$199
music digitally with no hiss or record wear.
Yamaha CD-300 compact disc player-our best$249
selling digital disc player.
Yamaha CD-400 compact disc player-lii<e'
CD-300 but with full-width chassis.
$309
Denon DCD-1000 compact disc player with
super-linear digita! ·to-analog converter.
$319
Yamaha CD-38 programmable compact disc player
with 3-beam laser prckup, wireless remote.

Nakamlchl PA-300 II 70-watt·per-channel
$329
amplifier.
Yamaha YCR~550 cassette receiver with digital

per-chann<'I amp; KT-548 digital tuner; KD-64 directdrive lirrear-trdcking turntable with cartridge; DP-840
1

speakers; SRC·S4 audio rack with glass doors.

Bang & Olufsen 5000 System: B&O's top-

~;~t~~~i~~i:i~.~~~~:~~~t~~:~;l ';~~e~j;; deck•t2H
remote c_ontrol

~369

Special Purchase
Nakamlchl OMS-SE compact disc player
with 4X scanning, dual digital-to-analog converters-ultimate perf01mance.
$695

Nakamichi OMS-7E compact disc player.
like OMS-SE but with wireless remote control.

$895

Maxell T·110 VHS videote~s-four-pack.
$19.99

Maxell T-120 "HGX" high performance VHS

videotapes-three-pack.
•
$19.99
Yamaha YHD-3 lightweiglit stereo headphones
$25
Maxell "VHS Starter Kit" includes 1 VHS
cleanin9 cassette, 1 T-120 cassette, 1 T-120HGX
high-performance cassette, VCR dust cover, VCR
guidebook. .
$35
Vcrsaftle SF-30 audio rack with glass door, glas~
hd, casters.
$99

Portables
Alwa HS-P05 "personal" mini stereo cassette

player with lightweight headphones.
· $59
Alwa CS-230 compact AM/FM ster .o c. , sette
portable.
$75
Alwa HST-200 "personal" AMi FM ca;sette stereo
with Dolby NR.
$79
Alwa CA·30.component-style AM/FM stereo cas $169
sette portable with equalizer, Dolby NR

520 Amherst St., Nashua 880-7300
Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 627-4600
Fox Run Mall, Newington 431 ~9700
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GARFIELD

By JIM DAVIS

ME'w', GARFIELP, LET'

GET A PtZZAf .

JP

..·

...................

11p1ace Lott, Da 11111d,

By GARRY TRUDEAU.

DOONESBURY

~of

............

Codi
*Dally Wlar Lenses
•Amsof

IT REDUaS HISMCTllBaJC, !We
TO 7HE POINT MReRe HE~
a;APJ HE'S 7HEN 811/lJEP, ANO
/.ATeR PIJ6 UPANP l¥VIVEP BYA
lt\?«XJ ~.. \

•American Hydron
.
•Aosoft
•Bausch & Lomb

•• AN071EN
SOLPINTO

•Obasoft
•Durasoft

5/.AveR.Y!
I

I

$41.93 ...

~

J

-~
-~

* TintHLMHI
• Bausch & Lomb
Natural Tints
• Cib~soft Colors
5 63. 97

pclir

·~w.,.,L....

$57/pr.
$45/pr.

•AOSoftcon
•Bausch& Lomb
•CooperVision
Permalens
•CSIT
•Durasoft3
•Genesis 4
•Hydrocurve

$67 I pr .
$97 /pr.
$57/pr .
$55/pr .
$87 /pr.

IF YOUR BRAND IS NOT LISTED
HERE, SEND A COPY OF YOUR
PRESCRIPTION AND WE WILL
SEND YOU A QUOTE

,.-------------.,
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Dear Doctot:
Plea.esendmeacoPyolmylatellloll
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BLOOM COUNTY

By BERKE BREATHED
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All lenses guaranteed first quality, and
are supplied In Ille original factory
111led Yi11J.
FOLLOW THESE 5 EASY STEPS
1.Acquire your complete contact lens
prescription
2.Complete the order below
3.Mai. check. money order. or
complete credit card 1nformaion payable to.CLS. inc .
4. Enclose name. address & phone
number with order
5.Mail all information ta: .

Contact Lens Supply, Inc.
30650 Carter Rd.
aeveland, Ohio 44139
216/ 248-2416
"Contact Lens Suppliers
for 25 years .'·

SHOE .

By JEFF MacNELLY

Please send ____pain at
UNH
only _ _ a pair.
•Total for lenses

• shipping & Handlint _2_.o_o_

t('KNOW, ROZ ... lMEJ2E ARE

fCME l'A'<G I WISM I MAD
A L.ITTL.E WOMt\N A~UND
9™E MOUSE .••

A L.ITTL.E ~MEDIAL.
SENSITl'llT't' T0\l~ING,
ei.t, PERFE%ER~ ·. ~

· - - - - - -... ,...~,,-r--""' ~.

- •Total

I have enclosed total
payment in the following
manner:
_ lllOMJ order

_ _ check

_

_ _ VISA

_ _ MasterCard

(Personal Checks must be clea1ed
prior to shipment)

a...-.-------

h-------'----•No single lens orders please.
•We will k11p all pr1scription1 on file
for reorders.

• 90 °o of the lenses ordered are in our
inventory ond ready to be shipped in

24 hours.
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. IT'S MORE
Tt'IAN PIRTY··~· IT.'S

PU/IN Fll.11fY." -

TAE KWON-DO·
: Aims to Achieve ·

It's ...

SA·T URDAY NIGHT FEB. 8th

. . .~ MODESTY .
, PERSERVERANCE
· SELF CONTROL
INc;><J.o/flTABLE SPIRIT

.
MUBPUB,~c~·
11~

FM

....

~~

·

REGISTER NOW
for classes

. WHO CAN LEARN
TAE KWON-DO?
Tae Kwon-Do can be learned by
everyone, young or old, male or
. female. Besides from being one of
th·e most effective methods of self
defense, it will give you self confi. dence and physical and mental coordination and relaxation . It is an
extremely good exercise for the
whole body and will keep you trim
and fit.

QUALITY TRAINING
Instructor Bob Shea 2nd degree -black belt
Classes 2 days/weekM-W 6:00-l:OOpm ·
Fee: $85 per semester (incl. uniform)
Class held at Oyster River Elementry School
Call Bob Shea, evenings at 868-2721
New students welcome anytime

91.3

(~,a
fll

·~~

only
~:~ ·. $1 .50 students
~"®$2.00 non-students .

·.~ 8 or ~l?er

.

(ID Required)

_-.· ~~
A"~

~~..,:

\v'UNLl 91.~ Ftv1~
v~~A~t ·

.

Apply now...
Be a Staff Member of

FRESHMAN
ORIENTATION '86
You will meet people and have fun while introducing
new freshmen to UNH ... you will be the first to meet
them and they will form their first impressions of UNH
from you. You will develop leadership and commun.
ication skills, learn more about your university, be a
member of a great staff and have an enriching experience ·
working as part of a team.

SUMMER E·MPLOYMENT:
JUNE 1-30
;

This is a salaried position.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE in the Dean of
Students Office
2nd Floor-Huddleston Hall
APPL/CATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY?

-
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RESUMES.

RAVE YOO DISCOVERED

Electronically Typed

RED'S?

. $17.50 includes
Typing, Selection of Pape! and Envelopes

·

Plus·

.. 25 copies * 25 envelopes.* 25 extra sheets of paper

.

(Changes easily matle with our 30 day memory storage.)
· Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30

Durha1n Copy.
Jenkins Court. ~Durham, N.H.•868-703°1

Reebok, Rocsports, Zodiac, New-Balance,
Westies, Bostonian Herman, Candies
Avia, Converse, Tretom, Sebago, and more!

Always lower discount priced!
3 big floors of value!
For SIZE, SELECTION, SAVINGS,
and SERVICE we can't be beat!
INH's LARGEST SHOE STORE!I

A

Part-Time Job
With Full-Time

Rewards.

You can earn money and learn marketable skills for your
future while you complete high school or college.
The U.S. Coast Guard Reserve offers you training and
experience in many specialties includ•ng:
•Modem electronic data systems (Radioman specialM.
• Waterfront security and enforcement of port and harbor
safety regulations (Port Security specialty),
•Machine and engine repair and operation (Machinery
Technician specialty),
•Personnel management and word processing (Yeoman
specialty)
We need your:ig men and women between the ages of 17
and 28 to help us save lives, enforce drug and maritime laws,
fight pollution and more. After basic training, you work only
one weekend a month for your paycheck.
Besides serving your local community, you'll be eligible for
tuition assistance under the.new Reserve G.I. Bill and you'll
·
earn retirement benefits.
Find out more about the part-time job with full-time rewards.
Call Lieutenant Commander Larry Mizell toll-free at:

R-E·D'S

0~:SHOE
·&ARN

"\0-·

(Near Kari-van)
M-F SAT.
9:30-9 9-5:30

Broadway

SUN.
12-5

Dover

This Summer Spend

Six Weeks in England
July 18 -August 30, 1986

Learn
and Tour

Live in Bath, t;ngland tr r;ctin·
borough, Scotland and study
English History and Literature while earning 6 under.:
graduate credits (non-ueclit by special arrangement).
r;xplore England and ScoUand with many side bips.
The price of $2600 indudes round bip Boston1.ondon air fare, all accommodations, all tours tr
other charges. Space is limited. Deadline: April 15,
1986.

=~~~~-==7 ~~j,~4

. C(O 0~·
College of Continuing

Eng\~

~ucation

~niversity of Rhode Island

·

S~mer 1986

_ -

.800·424-8883

DOVER AUTO SUPPLY
Main St.
Durham,N.H.
868-2791

U.S. COAST CUARD

'!!!!~·

Amalie 10-40 Motor
Oil
.99¢ per quart with
this ad
no limit, valid Durham store on~v

your complete auto parts headquarters specializing for the do-it-yourselfer
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CLASSIFIED
Apartments for Rent
New townhouse , 3br, 3 person. Furnished,
r:irce setting, about 3 miles from campus.
Available immediately . Rent
$675/mo($225 per person) plus utilities.
but negotiable. Lease negotiable. No pets,
non-smokers preferred. Call 659-5932
1 female needed tor double on Young Drive.
Big ro'om with 1 / 2 bath. $800 tor the
semester. Call Chris or Karen at 868-7392

Will-I really, really , really, really, really
enjoyed listening to "The Captain." You
are easily his biggest tanl
Andrew and Beth-See I didn't forget to send
you a personal this week. Amazingl Great
bowling. Look out, I'm getting better.. .Thanks for the lasagna. Love ya . Head
Oh man ...

WANTED: Babysitter tor well-behaved 2year-old , Tuesday mornings 7:45-11 :15
tnrough semester. Maria or Mike 868-5759
SE Forest Park.
IMMEDIATE OPENING : CWSP-elegi.ble
student to work tor federally fllnded on campus program working .with disadvan taged NH students . Varied office-based
respo'nsibilities. Rate of Pay: $4 .00/hour.
Call Carolyn Julian at 862 °1562.
Work Study Applicants needed at the library
$3.55 to start. See Mrs Martling, Loan desk
or cal l 1534.

Buy a 1977 Honda Civic CVCC Wagon with
1979 engine and get a 1974 Toyota Corolla
tor FREE. The Honda: body in good shape,
engine needs some work . The Toyota :
engine runs great, reliable transportation .
This package is yours tor $600. Call Ged
evenings at 7 49-1849
1979 SAAB 900 GLE, Blue, 3dt hatchback,
4sd, am/tm cassette, 81kmi. $3500-1981
Datsun 21 O SL, 2dr Hatchback, red 5sd,
sunroof, am/fm cassette 85kmi . $25001981 VW Dasher Wagon diesel , 4sd,
am/fm, brown, 81 kmi. $2250-1978 Plymouth Alliance , 4dr, yellow, automatic, air
col'fa. am / tm 6Dkmi $125"0 -Call Jay Wil liamson 868-9637

Ted Karman and Co ,
Your serenading leaves much to be
desired.
Hello D2 New Aptsll Did you guys.have
tun this weekend?? I did! Sue; you and &
Reeces Pieces with Arie, we'll have to make
it ·a double date sometimell Sharon-Nuke
Mccy D's, it's your time to partyl How's
the Larry situation? Just remember, y.ou're
the balls' I really appre.ciate all your into
about p . cysts! Brenda-how was your
weekend'?? We're going to kidnap you
sometime so you'll stay with us' Take care
JUys, love your roomie . Lori
Lisa Pisa-I 'm always rooting tor you jn the
M. situation. Don't ever hesitate to talk to
me about it' Don't let the cold and hockey
games get to you11 We have many fun times
aheadll Like getting lots of icecreams, inner
tube water polo and of course PARTYINGI!
Take care, love Lori
HELLO SHAWNY AT KEENE ST ATE!I! I had
blast visiting youll How's everything going?? Things are fine here11 Write soonll
Love your friend-girl Lori
What do you think about MTV and MUSIC
VIDEOS? Writer I Researcher would like
to know. Call 692-4460 anytime.
Lost: Gold and Onyx ring with inscription.
Somewhere around Webster House. $200
reward. Contact Tom at 868-2396
Vacationing in Florida? Two round-trip air
tickets for only $280 or best otter. Or fly
anywhere on New York Air sc hedule .
Tickets valid through December. Call Bob:
862-3323

300 Baud Direct / Acoustic modem tor sale.
Only 6 months old . Asking $60 or best otter.
Ca'll Dave coll ect at 352 -1783. Best time
9pm to midnight

What do you think about MTV and MUSIC
VIDEOS? Writer I Researcher would like
to know. Call 692-4460 anytime

For sale humiditer $75; 1yr old 20 gallonHoover vacuum , $2 5- Manuel typewriter ,
1 O:...Men 's XC ski boot s- size 11 , $20 typ!3writer table, $5, Call· 868-6673 , 5pm9pm

SERENADE YOUR SWEETHEART on Feb
13 or 14. For a small fee the New Hampshire
Gentlemen will give a rose and sing love
song s to your sweetie. For into call 868 7 452 or 659-5586 no later than Weds. Feb
12

1980 Hvnda Ci vic 13 00DX, 5 speed ,
hatchback , RED , am/fm , 72,000 .mile s,
clean very dependabl e, needs minor repair
on wheel well, 2 new radials , new brakes.
$2300 or be st off er. 43 3- 1324 leave
~e~sage

1979 Chev ett e, Runs and looks good, 4
sp, manual, Mic helin Radial s, $1200 or B.O.
call 742-9885 after 5pm
76 Mercury Marqui s 126k mil es. New tires
and shoc ks, stereo . Jsut passed inspection .
Excellent condition . No ru st. $950 or B.O .
Call Jaideep at 4036 or 868-9892
1973 Ponti ac Lemans Automatic, 2 door,
vinyl roof , 4 new tires rece nt batt e ry,
alternator a nd radi ator; regular ga s, 1820 mpg. We ll maint a ined . Ve ry re liabl e.
Must sell. $495.00 Call 659-2 731 after 6pm

RIDES
Ride need ed from Rollinsford to UNH tor
Sam Mon-Fir and returning in ev enings.
Please contact Larry at 7 42-4990

. ]r.i
~
rl..~ersonals
--~--.J
.

Kelli-Thanks for hte awesome ski trip and
spaghettil I'm surprised that you didn 't wipe
me out on the slopes after my last personal'
I'm soooo sorryl Let's stop slinging dirt at
each other, ok?
Hey Ski Bunnies plus 2-when are those
pictures going to b developed? I guess
it's too late to be in the UNH Calendar' Sean
& Cindy-I know T-bars are hard to handle,
but couldn't you make it halt-way up at
least? Reckless.
Ski bunny SABS-Sorry for he bruises! You
can tell everyone that you wiped on some
major moguls if that will make you feel
better! Reckless

SCUBA FOR SPRING BREAK Join WET
FUN, the scuba store/school , tor an
exciting break this year. You fly to Florida,
we drive and traitor your board! Includes
airfare, accommodations and transfers .
Call WET FUN today .4_3_0_-8_6_2_6 _ _ __
$10-$360 Weekly I up mailing circular s '
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush seltaddr e ssed envelope: Su cce ss PO Bo x
470CEG Woodstoc k, IL 60098
Jan e: Do you know whe re you are going
to li ve ne xt fall? Rich: No Jane, haven 't
got a c lue.
Adoption : Profe s sional couple desire s
famil y. If pregnant and wi sh to give your
child up for adoption , please contact us .
Expens es paid . Confidential. Call c ollect
after 7pm (617)534-3171
Don't forget your Sweetheart or that special
trien d(s) on Valentine 's Day. Purc hase a
balloon -o-graml At the MUB, Feb 3, 6. and
7 or during dining hours at Hudd leston Feb
10, 11 , and:::.__:_
12
=---------JANE'S HELPFUL HINT FOR RICH: Go to
a Housing Workshop February 24, 25 , or
26 in all three areas of campus
To all students interested in forming
meditaion organization or in learning the
Transcendental Meditation (TM) Technique , contact Katrina Knapp-Pitman at
742-5359 tor further information
9x12 ft. carpet and pad tor sale. Brand new.
tight twist loop, olefin, greige color. Priced
to sell. Call Jeanne 862 -1310 or 659-5811
What do you think about MTV and MUSIC
VIDEOS? Writer/researcher would like
to know. Call 692-4460 anytime
Wanted: Breakfast cook . 6 mornings
including weekends . Experience preferred.
Call Harry at the Fish Shanty Upper Square,
Dover on the Kari-Van route 749-4348
SUE BABY! This semester is going to be
great. huh? Pat us on the backs for blowing
off our Mr. Wonderfuls Saturday night! We
survived! I love you. Your Roomie

To the inhabitants of Samoset number six:
I miss you guys' I hope you're all surviving
OK without me. I know it must be rough
without seeing my smiley face everyday.
But don't worry, I'll be home soonl See ya
Friday. Sarah
To my wittle stubby: I'm sorry you're sick1 hope it wasn't the good food, good lovin',
or good conversation two weekends ago.
I'll send you some freeze-dried chicken
soup-but the best thing for you is to go to
bed. See you soon, love, Jugs
FRESHMAN CAMP NEW COUNSELORS:
Don't forget tonight's meeting at 8:00 in
Murk 110. We are tired of being kidnapped
and need your help! Hurray '86 Execs
ANDI, I LOVE YOU! Jason
Kristin and Cathy on 5th floor Stoke .. Here's
your personal you luscious babes of Molten
lust'! K-Don't leave me. C-thanx for the
after shower show last semester.-J .G.
What do you think about MTV and MUSIC
VIDEOS? Writer/Researcher would like
to know. Call 692 -4460 anytime
WANTED: Babysitter for well-behaved 2year-old , Tuesday mornings 7:45-11 :15
through semester. Maria or Mike 868-5759
SE Forest Park. ·

FIRESIDE EXPERIENCE INFORMATIONAL
MEETING: Tuesday Feb 11 at 8:00 Murkland 110. Come and find out what trips we
are ottering this semester! Snow shoeing,
skiing, boatbuilding, maple sugering, backpacking, biking and more! Trips are open
to all interested students, faculty and staff
Have The NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN
serenade your sweetheart tor Valentines
Day. For a small sum the Gents will present
a rose and sing songs of love to that special
person or triend(s) on Feb 13 & 14. For Info
call 868- 7 452 or 659-5586
Now interviewing! Bright, congen ial persons wanted for part-time sales/marketing
jobs. Flexibility, super commissions, prestige, gr-0wth. Call today tor interview: 4317076, Portsmouth
Fiona! Thanks for stopping by the office.
I've been on speed tor two weeks and don't
see the train slowin' down in the nearluture
ya know what I mean? How about a drink
sometime? I've got lots to tell you! Missed
you over break. Once I get me life together
(God knows when that will be!) I'll give you
a ring. Carrie
A Friend of a Friend: Who is this? I need
more clues. Do I know you? Did I see you
Sat. night? HELP ME OUT' THIS ISN'T
FAIR' -MG

Hello D2 New Aptsll Did you guys have
tun this weekend?? I did! Sue; you and &
Reeces Pieces with Arie, we'll have to make
it a double date sometimell Sharon-Nukei
Mccy D's, it's your time to party! How's
the t.._arry situation? Just remember, you're
the bal ls' I really appreciate all your into
about p . cysts! Brenda-how was you~
weekend?? We're going to kidnap you
sometime so you'll stay with us' Take care
guys, love your roomie, Lori
Lisa Pisa-I'm always rooting for you in the
M. situation. Don't ever hesitate to talk to
me about it! Don't let the cold and hockey
games get to you!! We have many fun times
ahead!! like get.ting lots of icecreams, inner
tube' water polo and of course PARTYING!! Take care, love Lori
HELLO SHAWNY AT KEENE STATE!!! I had
blast visiting you!! How's everything go ing?? Things are fine here!! Write soon!!
Love your friend-girl Lori
What do you think about MTV and MUSIC
VIDEOS? Writer I Researcher would like
to know. Call 692-4460 anytime.
Lost: Gold and Onyx ring with inscription.
Somewhere around Webster House. $200
reward. Contact Tom at 868-2396

Vacationing in Florida? Two round-trip air ·
FLORIDA WINDSURFING $450 SPRING
tickets for only $280 or best offer. Or fly
BREAK Join WET FUN, the sailboarding· This comic anecdote is in resp.o nse to a
anywhere on NeW York Air schedule. '
store/school, tor an exciting break thi~" . Russian Club comment:***KRIEG ERKTickets valid through December. Call Bob: .
year. You ::y to Florida, we drive and traitor
LARTE!***Nie mehr wird russische ne'w862 -3323
.
your board' Includes airfare, accommo sowjetische Unverschamtheit dulden. Der
What do you think about MTV and MUSIC
dations, and transfers. Call WET FUN today
kalter krieg ist vorbei und kie bewaffene
. VIDEOS? Writer I Researcher would like
430-8628
feindlichkeiten(lch habe zwei Hande)
to know. Call 692-4460 anytime
haben
begonnen.
Der
Besitzf
des
KuhlschFIRESIDE EXPERIENCE INFORMATIONAL
SERENADE YOUR SWEETHEART on Feb
MEETING: Tuesday Feb 11 at 8:00 Murk- .rankes gehort zu den Massen, und nicht
13 or 14. For a small fee the New Hampshire
zu endeinem-petit bourgeoisie-. Eine
land 11 0. Come and find out what trips we
Gentlemen will give a rose and sing love
_
nichtige
und
truchtlose
Drohung
der
are offering this semester! Snow shoeing .songs to your sweetie. For info call 868Hefttigkeit vom vielen wird mit dazu
skiing, boatbuilding, maple sugering, backpassendes Drohung von einem zurucksch- .' 7452 or 659-5586 no later than Weds. Feb
packing, biking and more! Trips are open
12
to all interested students, faculty and staff · recken. Auge um Auge, Zahne um Zahne,
eine Dose Coke um eine Dose Coke, lch
SCUBA FOR SPRING BREAK Join WET
Have The NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN
bin kriger. Es gibt viele 7.62 NATO cadunFUN, the scuba store/school , for an
serenade your sweetheart for Valentines
gen mit allon ihren Namen daran gerade
exciting break this year. You fly to Florida,
Day. For a small sum the Gents will present
hier warten. Die Amerikanische Kriegswe drive and traitor your board! Includes
a rose and sing songs of love to that special
marine hat mir recht gut gelehrt. Nimm das
airfare, accommodations and transfers .
person or triend(s) on Feb 13 & 14. For Info
zur kenntnisl Wolfgang
Call WET FUN today 430-8626
call 868-7 452 or 659-5586
Jane: Do you know where you are going
$10-$360 Weekly I up mailing circulars!
Now interviewing' Bright, congenial perto live next fall? Rich : No Jane, haven't
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush selfsons wanted for part-time sales/marketing
got a clue.
addressed envelope: Success PO Box
jobs. Flexibility, super commissions, pres- ·
470CEG Woodstock, IL 60098
JANE'S HELPFUL HINT FOR RICH : Go to
tige, growth . Call today for interview: 431a Housing Workshop February 24, 25, or
Adoption : Professional couple desires
7076, Portsmouth
26 in all three areas of campus
family . If pregnant and wish to give your
Fiona' Thanks for stopping by the office.
child up for adoption, please contact us.
To all students interested in forming
I've been on speed for two weeks and don't
Expenses paid . Confidential. Call collect
meditaion
organization
or
in
learning
the
see the train slowin' down in the near future
after 7pm (617)534-3171
Transcendental Meditation (TM) Tech ya know what I mean? How about a drink
nique, contact Katrina Knapp-Pitman at
Don't forget your Sweetheart or that special
sometime? I've got lots to tell you! Missed
742-5359 for further information
friend(s) on Valentine's Day. Purchase a
you over break. Once I get me life together
balloon -o-gram! At the MUB; Feb 3, 6, and
(God knows when that will be') I'll give you
9x1 2 ft. carpet and pad for sale. Brand new.
7 or during dining hours at Huddleston Feb
a ring Carrie
tight twist loop, olefin, greige color. Priced
10, 11 , and 12
to sell. Call Jeanne 862-1310 or 659-5811
A Friend of a Friend : Who is this ? I need
FLORIDA WINDSURFING $450 SPRING
more clues. Do I 'know you? Did I see you
What do you think about MTV and MUSIC
BREAK Join WET FUN , the sailboarding
Sat . night? HELP ME OUT! THIS ISN'T
VIDEOS? Writer / researcher would like
store / school , for an exciting break this
FAIRI -MG
to know. Call 692-4460 anytime
year. You fly to Florida, we drive and traitor
This comic anecdote is in response to a
Wanted : Breakfast cook. 6 mornings
your board' lnc'ludes airfare , accommoRuss ian Club comment: *** KRIEG ERK including weekends . Experience preferred .
dations, and transfers. Call WET FUN today
LARTEl *** Nie mehr wird russische new Call Harry at the Fish Shanty Upper Square,
430-8628
sowj etisc he Unverschamtheit dulden . Der
Dover on the Kari -Van route 749-4348
What do you think about MTV and MUSIC
kalte r kri eg isl vorbei und kie bewaffene
SUE BABY! This semester is going to be
VIDEOS ? Writer/Researcher would like
feindlichkeiten(lch habe zwei Hande)
great, huh? Pat us on the backs tor blowing
to know. Call 692-4460 anytime
haben begonnen. Der Besitzf des Kuhlschoff our Mr. Wonderfuls Saturday night' We
rankes ge hort zu den Massen, und nicht
ICEMAN, ICEMAN, ICEMAN - Happy
survived' I love you . Your_R_o_o_m_i_
e _ __
zu end e in em-petit bourg e oisie- . Eine
Birthday. May you always stay COOLI
To the inhabitants of Samoset number si x:
nichtig e und fruchtlos e Drohung der
Love, your friend the democrat.
I miss you guys' I hope you're all surviving
Hefttigkeit vom vielen wird mil dazu
FLORIDA
WINDSIJ~FING $450 SPRING
OK
without me. I know it must be rough
passendes Drohung von einem zurucksch BREAK Join WET F-LJN , the sailboarding
without seeing my smiley face everyday .
recken . Auge um Auge, Zahn e um Zahne,
store/school, for an exciting break this
But don't worry , I'll be home soonl See ya
eine Dose Coke um eine Dose Coke , lch
year. You fly to Florida, we drive and traitor
Friday. Sarah
bin kriger. Es gibt viele 7.62 NATO cadun your boardl Include::; airfare, accommogen mil allon ihren Namen daran gerade
To my wittle stubby: I'm sorry you're sickdations, and transfers. Call WE' FUN today
hier warten . Die Amerikanische Kriegs1 hope it wasn't the good food , good lovin',
430-8628
marine hat mir recht gut gelehrt. Nimm das
or good conversation two weekends ago.
zur kenntnisl Wolfgang
I'll send you some freeze-dried chicken
What do you think abc ut MTV and MUSIC
soup-but the best thing tor you is to go to
VIDEOS? Writer/R· : ;earcher would like
ANDI, I LOVE YOU! Jason
bed. See you soon, love, Jugs
to know. Call 692 4460 anytime
Kristin and Cathy on 5th floor Stoke .. Here 's
FRESHMAN CAMP NEW COUNSELORS:
ICEMAN , ICEMAN, ICEMAN - Happy
your personal you luscious babes of Molten
Don't forget tonight's meeting at 8:00 in
Birthday. May YO.\.l always stay COOLI
lust!! K-Don 't leave me. C -thanx for the
Murk 110. We are tired of being kidnapped .
Love, your friend the democrat.
after shower show last semester.-J .G.
and need your help! Hurray '86 Execs
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CAUTION: UNH Athletic Facilities Ahead
Part I: ·Since 1965,
-· little has changed

By]. Mellow

The first of a three-part series

came 11 women's sports and
staffs to the Field House, along
"Our facilities are in great with the recreational sports
despair ... it's discouraging and department from the MUB.
Another factor which has led
embarassing."
Head of men's intercollegiate to the downfall in the condition
athletics Andy Mooradian sits of the facilities is a lack of the
at his desk in the Field House construction being done right
and sighs. Appointed in 1965, in the first place.
According to Mooradian, the
Mooradian admits he hasn't
seen many changes in the at- Field House wasn't completed
hletics-the Paul Sweet Indoor as planned to begin with.
"When built, we had an 'x'
Oval, the outdoor track, the
tennis courts, Snively Arena- number of dollars appropriated
for the building," Mooradian
since.
Mooradian, for the most part, explained.
"But by the time we got the
blames time.
"Our number one problem building off the ground," he
is that UNH has outgrown the continues, "costs had gone up.
As a result, the Paul Sweet Oval
facility," Mooradian said.
"When built in 1965, the Field was not done properly and an
House was built for men only- addition to the Field House (for
that has been outmoded. There locker rooms) was left out."
5
Yet on top of both of these
was a student population o,f
;
65,00 that year-that has been factors is one which can account The UNH women's tennis team played gardener this fall as the players weeded the UNH §
outmoded. And it was designed for perhaps most of the blame:
i
courts themselves. (Ami Walsh photo)
before all this interest in people neglect.
blame for the neglect of the s0mething as major as an adThe neglect of the· UNH head.
participating in physical activ:
"With the site work and facilities by way of not giving dition to the Field House would
athletic facilities has been in
ity-that's outmoded, too."
When Lundholm Gymnasium two forms: the appropriation plans, .I thought we had it," their decaying conditions the have to go to the legislature in
order for the cost to be covered
weight they should be given.
was built, it was designed to (or lack thereof) of money for Mooradian concedes.
For example, though a prop- by the State, fun<ling for smaller
"We figured the next step was
house only the then-existing · the facilities by the State; and
men's intercollegiate athletics a lack of consideration of the building money. But other osal concerning the athletic projects could be absorbed by
at UNH: 13 sports and their facilities as a real concern by USNH needs cropped up and facilities may not remain top the University itself.
Projects such as the resurfacpriority after being channelled
UNH officials outside the de- we didn't get it."
staffs.
"The site work can still be through the System Office, have ing of the indoor track; resurAt that time, women's achier- partment.
Plans to complete the Field used," he adds, "but we need UNH officia'1s such as the facing of the tennis courts;
ics were housed with the Physical Education program in New House via the building of an plans to be reworked. The result President ever given it top funding to rebuild the infield
of the baseball field so as not
addition for the deleted locker is going to be new figures." billing coming out of UNH?
Hampshire Hall.
The President was unavail- to get Lake Winnepesaukee II
Yet with the coming of Title rooms and women's facilities Larger figures.
able for comment. Yet Keesey when it rains; or funding to
And a long wait.
IX in 1972, explained head of began in 1976. At that time,
Obtaining money for "capital gave the feeling that a top maintain the upper field behind
women's Intercollegiate Achier- UNH was appropriated $35,000
ics Gail Bigglestone, came the by the New Hampshire state expenditures" or, according to billing of the athletic facilities Cowell Stadium so the men's
lacrosse team can have grass
creation of a women's intercol- government for site work and Bob Keesey, assistant to the would not come soon.
"There are crying needs," instead of "astrodirt."
legiatedepartment in 1975, with $150,000 for plans-work "on president for Administrative
Yet perhaps the biggest setAffairs, "anything over five Keesey said. "look at the library.
a head who would report directly the boards."
Heck-that's a lot more impor- back tG VNH athletics came
The work was completed by figures," is not an easy process.
to the President.
when the athletic facilities were
First, the head of the depart- tant than athletics."
And with the department 1978. But Mooradian shakes his
Neglect by the University of deleted from the Capital Camment requesting either a new
facility or renovations (in the the facilities can also be seen paign, a three-year drive by the
case of athletics, Mooradian) in the lack of use of funds from school to raise money for the
presents the President with his the Replacement and Repair improvement of facilities.
§=
Of the money raised during
(R&R) fund.
•The UNH outdoor track proposal.
•The last regular home meet
According to Keesey, though the drive, not one penny will
From there the proposal goes
for UNH' s men's outdoor track does not gr~et NCAA regulations, duct to the track surface to the Board of Trustees from projects of a five-figure plus be spent on athletic facilities.
team was April 25, 1977!
The idea of the athletic dewhere, if passed, it goes to the expenditure goes to the Legisan~lan'measurements?
U niversity System of New lature for funding, the money partment's own "Capital Camfor smaller projects can be paign" is an "idea," said Moor.§ •Peter Sheehan, class of '80
• hat two members of the Hampshir~ System Office.
adian, but not one which would
5 and former men's lacrosse goalie m n's indoor track team wear
At the System Office, all such funded through UNH's R&R.
Obtaining money from this be very successful at this point.
had a piece of glass stuck in his masks at practice in the Paul proposals from all USNH camCurrently, Channel 11 is in
eyelid during practice due to the Sweet Oval so they will not puses-Durham, Plymouth, fund, said Keesey, is a more
Keene, and now Merrimack- simple and less involved pro- the process of raising money
men's practice field doubling ' aggravate their allergies?
cess. When the President is to fund their new offices on
as a "tailgate area" during;
are considered and prioritized.
From the System Off ice, a made aware of a costlow enough Mast Road. Mooradian agreed
•That members of the wom,
football games?
en's tennis team had to weed proposal for projects for all to be absorbed by the fund and that Dimond Library, too, is in
•There is a UNH groudd grass from cracks in the tennis campuses goes to the Legisla- is one which can be justified, . much need of repair and expanhe asks the Properties Commit- sion.
ture.
- rule in fall baseball which sta~es courts this fall?
"If athletics were to go out
Thus though the athletic tee to appropriate the money.
that if a fly ball should landi.n
According to Kees~y "it's and take away from some of the
the men's soccer net in rig t
•Snively Arena is the only facilities may be the number one
field, the call as to whether t e rink in Hockey East and the priority at UNH, it will not possible to lump things as an money (for these projects),"
hitter is safe or not is det r- WCHA in which a visiting team necessarily be the top priority expenditure" and be absorbed Mooradian said, "it wouldn't
by the fund "without being a work. The same people are on
mined by the umpire's judg - can legitimately request a when it hits the Legislature.
our hit lists as on their hit list."
Yet UNH officials outside the capital expenditure."
ment as to whether or not th~ change of ends in the third
ball would have been caught had period because of poor lighting athletic department are also to
Thus while the money for Friday: The Coaches' Views
in the north end of the rink?
the goal not been there?
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Black Bears too deep for UNH women swimmers
~

By Steve Langevin
Going against a team of
Maine's caliber without some
of her top swimmers, UNH
head coach Carol Rowe told her
team to try to swim with the
Maine swimmers, which produced some fast times.
"I told the girls to try to use
the Maine swimmers to pull
them along to a faster time "
says Rowe, "and for some pe~pie it worked."
Several UNH swimmers took
advantage of that strategy to
post New England qualifying

·
times.
Anne Chute pl~ced second in
the 1000-meter freestyle in
11:55.79 to qualify for the New
England's. Other qualifiers were
Maureen Good in the 500-meter
freestyle, good enough for
fourth and Jennifer Purdy in the
100-meter butterfly.
The Wildcats also received
year-best performances from
a number of swimmers.
Joanne Duffley and Mary
Ellen Claffey swam to year-best
times in two events each. Duffley's came in the 200-meter

freestyle and the 100 butterfly,
while Claffey's were in the 200
freestyle and the 50-meter freestyle.
Others included Purdy, who
took first place in the 200-meter
backstroke, and Jane Kelly in
the 1000 freestyle.
The only individual winner
for the Wildcats, besides Purdy,
was Pam Birsinger. Birsinger
captured both the 100 and 200meter breaststroke events, posting times of 1:08.91 and 2:29.62
respectively.
In defense of the lopsided

victory for the University of
Maine, 101-39, UNH was without three swimmers, Debbie
Ewell, Sharon Jackson and Sue
Walther.
"~ot having those three hurt,
but tt would not have changed
the outcome of the meet so
much that we would have won,"
says Coach Rowe, "although it
would have made it closer."
"Maine really showed a lot
of depth in the meet," she
concluded. "Aside from the
excellent showing of a few we
had many consistent showin~s.

I think the early practice before
the meet was the reason for
that."
The Wildcats have just one
more meet at the University of
Massachusetts Saturday before
the New England's February 22.
Coach Rowe expects a tough
meet.
"UMass is a much-improved
team and after checking their
most recent times I see they are
very close to ours, so it should
be a very intense meet," says
Rowe.
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Northern Michigan sweeps men's hockey squad
By Chris Heisenberg
dexter and John Goode, Peter
After defeating Maine 6-3 on Wotton picked up his first
Monday, the UNH men's hock- collegiate goal on the 3-on-3.
ey team got into a shootout with
Wotton, playing the best
the Northern Michigan Wild- streak of hockey of his career,
cats, coming out on the short took a pass at the point, and
end of 8-4 and 6-3 scores over skating in, wristed the puck
the weekend.
through goalie Dennis J ianaris.
It was a case of too much On the same play in the first
Garry Emmons for the Wildcats game he hit the crossbar.
as Emmons totalled four goals
After Herms and Ron Chy(all in the second game) and four zowski traded goals making the
assists in the .series. Earlier this score 4-2, Emmons scored two
year he set the WCHA mark goals, before Mike Rossetti
with six goals in one game.
made the final 6-3 with a goal.
With Emmons and linemates It was Rossetti's fourth goal in
Joe West and Bob Curtis com- three games, taking some of the
bining for slick passing, North- burden off Steve Leach who
ern Michigan peppered goalies continues to play with less than
Greg Rota, a_n d Rich Burchill full control of his stick due to
(57 saves in the second game), a broken pinky. Also missing
while UNH tried to return the in the series was captain James
offense.
Richmond who injured his ankle
In the second game UNH _i~--PE~5y_c~.__
stayed within stril\ing distance
In game number one Northuntil Emmons scored with only ern got goals from West and
5 :08 remaining in the game to Troy Jacobson in the first period
make the score 5-2. Earlier in for a quick lead. After Shane
the period Peter Herm's unas- Skidmore scored, a goal on
sisted powerplay goal had made which Herm's collected an assist
the score 3-2 with over 10 to move him up to tenth place
minutes left.
on the all-time UNH list, Pat
Northern had gone to a 3-0 Brodeur, Vos, Curtis and Poinlead in the second game on goals dexter replied for Northern in
from Ralph Vos, and two by the second as Northern fired
Emmons. Then, after an alter- 18 shots on Rota.
In the third period Korey
UNH's Mike Rossetti(IO) battles for a loose puck with a Northern Michigan player over cation between Steve Leach,
Mike Rossetti and Rob Poin- Wright scored a shorthanded
the weekend. UNH lost 8-4 and 6-3 at Snively.(Ronit Larone photo)
goal to up the score to 7-1. Then
Steve Leach collected number
19 on the year, and Steve Smith
hooked up on a nice passing play
By Chns Unck
dusting off WNEC from their posted wins from -DiGrigoli, certainly hope that we don't with Tim Shield and Chris
After getting off to a slow 1- wrestling mantlepi~ce. Wins Beaulieu, Schwern, Weckwerth, overlook them."
Laganas. Wright scored again,
3 start this season, the UNH by Caracci at the 118 class, Beradino, and Madigan, and lost
If the team is looking ahead, before Rossetti scored on a
men's wrestling team now DiGrigoli at 126, and Dave only at the 142, 118, and 190 it could be looking forward to breakaway for the 8-4 final.
seems to have put it all together. Beaulieu at 134, staked UNH weight classes.
· the upcoming Northern New
Even in defeat UNH's AllisWith victories over Western out to an unrelenting 14-0 lead.
"We wrestled very well, but England Championships.
ter Brown saw the positive signs
New England College and From there the outcome was all still it was close. You would
"Everyone is starting to come over the weekend. "It's hard for
Rhode Island College, the team but assured. Paul Schwern, Tim think that it would have been together and it is just in time an outsider to see the improvehas now won six of its last seven Weckwerth, Rick Beradino and a bigger margin."
for the Northern New Eng- ment we are making. As players
and now stands at 7-4.
Con-Madigan also posted vieThe team next will take on land's. We are just starting to on this team we can see the
"The first semester is usually tories, as UNH lost only at the Plymouth State tomorrow. It peak now, and we have a leg- improvement, but we still hapretty tough on us," says UNH 142, 158, and 190 classes.
is a team that UNH should have itimate shot to win the rest of ven't seen the results. That's
head coach Jim Urquhardt. "We
The Wildcats didn't have the no problem defeating, but the our matches," says Urquhardt. because the other teams are also
are starting without some of our same easiness in their match team is not taking them lightly. "We are definitely going to be improving, so we need to imkids because they are still play- against RIC. Even though they
"Plymouth State doesn't have a factor at the Northern New prove at a faster rate."
ing football, and when they do won six out of the nine matches, the talent that we do, so we England's, and should win them.
"For instance," Brown conget back, it takes them a little UNH didn't wrap up the match really shouldn't have any prob- We are doing well, and if there tinued, "we have possession of
time to get into the groove. But until Con Madigan defeated his lem with them," says U rqu- are no illnesses or injuries, then the puck more rather than
once they do get back, we have opponent in the last match of hardt. "We have beaten them we are definitely going to be a getting the puck and firing it,
a real solid lineup."
the afternoon, with UNH pro- pretty good in the past, but I factor."
M.HOCKEY, page 10
UNH had little problem in tecting a slim 18-17 lead. UNH guess you can never tell. I

W~ldcat

wrestlers drop WNEC and RIC

....----------------!'-'~--~

UNH trackmen at Dartmouth •
By Dan Bustard
The men's track team competed last Friday at Dartmouth
with Rhode Island and Columbia. The fin al score was Dartmouth 81, URI 38, Columbia
37 and UNH 18.
Ed McCabe continued his
string of outstanding performances by capturing both the
shot put and weight against
some stiff competition. His
throws were 53'434" and 58'8"
respectively.

"I felt very comfortable at this were Tim Mortimer and Jeremy
meet," said McCabe, "and I feel King. King ran to a personal
confident I can continue com- record of 8:28 in the 3000-meter
peting at this level." As for not race, which was good for third
being the unknown quantity he place.
once was, McCabe laughed. "It
King said he felt good about
doesn't really matter to me. I'll this one. "I felt in control the
still be ready next time around." whole time, but I still feel the
UNH's other first place was · best is yet to come. My times
taken by Ed Damphause in the will definitely drop some more
long jump. He won the event before the season is over."
with a distance of 20' 10" .
Mortimer captured fourth in
Scoring in the distance events the 1000-meter race with a time
and rounding out the scoring
M.TRACK, page 10

- - - - - - M E N ' S B-BALL------high scorer for the year, Bob
Bamford, penetrated the UNH
zone defense and sunk a layup
to tie the score at 51.
.
With the final seconds ticking
off the clock,Johnson was forced
to pull up from 25 feet, and thus
·overtime.
Smelling a long awaited victory, the Wildcats, led by captain
Dirk Kopman, 26 points (8-11
from the floor) and 15 rebounds,
stormed to a 61-52 advantage.
In attempting a last ditch comeback, Red Raider's senior center

(continued from page 24)
Brad Crooks, 12 points, and
Bamford, 15 points, six rebounds, and four assists, fouled
out at 3: 1.5 and 3:00 respectively.
Also sitting down with ten
points was Red Raider forward
Richard Baum.
Freshman forward Craig Gorczyca didn't foul out, but scored
15 points; grabbed four rebounds, dished off four assists,
and committed four fouls so as
not to be chided on the bus ride
home.
Gorczyca . would have, or

should have, been ejected earlier
in the second halt had the
referees seen his flagrant right
open hand cross to Johnston's
face.
·
Regardless, the win boosts
the Wildcat's home record to
5-3 and makes them 3-8 in
conference play. The Wildcats
will be hosting Vermont, who
is one notch below them in the
NAC standings, tonight at 7:30
in Lundholm.

Rodney Johnson(12) loops a pass over a Colgate defender Friday
night.(Kirsten Martin photo)
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Sports
Women's basketball batters Brooklyn
By Paul Tolme
The UNH women's basketball team enjoyed one of its best
performances this season Saturday, crushing hapless Brooklyn College 79-63 at home. But
the margin of victory could have
easily been greater than 16
points, as UNH dominated in
all areas of play from opening
jump to final buzzer.
It was the type of victory the
previously injury and chicken
pox plagued Wildcats needed
to boost their confidence.
"Saturday was the first day
I felt the guards were playing
where they should be at any
point this season," commented
Coach Cecelia DeMarco.
Indeed, it was the hot outside
shooting of guards Karen Pinkos and Michele Altobello which
spread the Brooklyn defense like
peanut butter, opening up the
inside game for freshmen forward Kris Kinney and center
Missy Belanger to. stick to easy
shots.
"Our guards opened it up and
the defense had to come out.

That's the reason Kris Kinney flood gates for numerous-fast
scored so well, (24 points on 12 break points.
"We've got to continue to
for 22 shooting),'' said DeMarco. "Our guards and big people work hard and the wins will
played together better than they come," Coach DeMarco added
optimistically.
have all season."
"Improvement is beginning
Belanger, starting in place of
injured Terri Mulliken, con- to surface, and we have a real
tinues to be windex on the glass, chance to make a big impact.
swiping 10 rebounds and con- All we want to do is make the
verting many of them for easy tourney, and put our record to
rest."
points.
With an overall record of 5"When you take second shots,
shooting percentages pick up, 12, the women Wildcats don't
and we are a better team," added exactly have opposing teams
shaking in their sneakers. But
Coach DeMarco.
The Wildcats led by a com- their Seaboard Conference refortable 13 points at halftime, cord is a sterling 4-1, and could
but unlike so many times this be their ticket to the playoffs.
This week could be a great
season, they continued to work,
had no letdowns, and increased determinant in whether the
the lead (up to 20 in parts of Wildcats make the tourney, and
should give a good indication
the second half).
Although the outcome was · of whether they're a whale or
never in doubt, Brooklyn put guppy among the Seaboard
the press on after the half and teams.
UNH plays at conference
squeezed the Cats for three
straight hoops· a third of the way leader Northeastern tonight
through the period, marking before hosting the Boston Unitheir only strong play. But UNH versity Terriers Friday night.
remedied the press, opening the

Men's b-ball outlasts Colgate

-

By Alan Adelman
team's confidence."
"A win is a win is a win," said
There was no evidence of a
University of New Hampshire possible confidence boost in the
men's basketball coach Gerry first half. Shooting 32 percent
Friel after his Wildcat's close from the floor, the Wildcats
brush with defeat against North could only muster 20 points.
Atlantic Conference foe Colgate Colgate had them out-of-sync
Friday night in Lundholm Gym- throughout, and went into the
nasium.
locker-room holding a threeReturning home from a de- point lead.
manding six-game road swing,
The pace picked up in the
five of them played at the home second half. Wildcat guards
courts of NAC rivals boasting Rodney Johnson, Andy Johnan average winning percentage ston, and Todd Black, who
of .640, Friel knew better than combined for 26 point and eight
to undermine the importance assists, were moving the ball
of a 62-60 overtime victory over well and hitting their shots.
the cellar dwelling Red Raiders.
"The three guards were the
"The early wins really built key (to the win)," said Friel. "In
up our confidence, but we've · Division I basketball you have
been in a rut the last few games," to try to go inside. They
explained Friel. "We knew wouldn't let us inside, so we
Colgate would play us tough; went to the outside."
they' re a very well coached team.
The Wildcats tied the game
Hopefully this will boost the five minutes into the half when

senior forward Ted DiGrande
crashed the boards and tipped
in an offensive rebound.
For most of the fin al ten
minutes the Wildcats sustained
a slim lead, but with twelve
seconds remaining in regulation
Colgate 's junior forward and
MEN'S B-BALL, page 23

Sophomore guard Karen Pinkos(lO) drives to the basket
Saturday against Brooklyn.(Paul Tolme photo)

Women's hockey rips Toronto

By J. Mellow
inal round of the McMaster
Four UNH goals in the first Invitational Tournament played
eleven minutes of play led the in Hamilton, Ontario.
women's hockey team to a 6-1
Yet Saturday's game was
win over the University of hard~y even reminiscent of the
,head to head contest which had
Toronto here Saturday.
The win was UNH's second takep place in Canada.
For a while Toronto netmindover Toronto this season. The
Wildcats defeated the Blues 4- er Debbie Block faced 36 Wild2 earlier this year in the semif- cat shots in Hamilton, Block
allowed four goals in just eight
shots Saturday, before being
replaced.
That, and a fourteen-hour bus
trip, which seemed to have
taken its toll on the Toronto
team, effected the play of the
Blues.
In turn, UNH was ready to
go. Led by two goals each from
junior captain Vivienne Ferry
and sophomore Katey Stone,
the Cats opened the scoring just
:29 into the first period with
a goal by Stone.
"We started off much better
(than in Canada),'' said UNH
head coach Russ McCurdy. "We
moved the puck better and
didn't have it in our end so
muc~: which is where they're
good.
Toronto's Kelly Weaver was
able to put the Blues on the
board and deny UNH a shutout
.at the 5 :44 mark, yet three other
Wildcat goals, including Ferry's
, two and one from sophomore
Pam Manning, ended the first
period, 4-1.
UNH then held Toronto
Wildcat women•s hockey player Katey Stone(9) waits in front for a centering pass against
Toronto Saturday afternoon at Snively.(Chris Drew photo)

scoreless for the remainder of
the game, while Wildcats Stone
and freshman Anne Ensor went
on to tally goals in the second
and third periods respectively,
capping the win at 6-1.
UNH netminder Cathy Narsiff tallied 32 saves in the
contest, while Toronto goalies
Block and Mary Ellen Vitale
combined for 29.
McCurdy called the game a
success not only for the score,
but also for the fact that all four
UNH lines saw ice time.
"We've had so many close
games, it's been hard on some
players," McCurdy said. "We
got a chance to use everybody
Saturday, though, that was
good."
Yet McCurdy is also ready to
get back on a more practice than
game-laden schedule.
After playing six games in the
last three weeks, including two
consecutive tournaments, UNH
now faces just two games in the
.::lext two weeks before its next
weekend series.
"I would like to get back to
practices," said McCurdy. "Since
December 13 until today, we've
had about ten practices. We've
had so many games ... "
"We have to get back to doing
what we.do well," said McCurdy.
The Wildcats next take on the
Big Green of Dartmouth Wednesday night at 7 p.m. in Snively
Arena.

